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INTRODUCTION

The development of external roles to assist local schools in knowledge

utilization has been a controversial topic in the education arena for some

time. As early as 1970 some individuals in the fedeial government recog-

'nized that knowledge-utilization, at least knowledge utilization which

involved research .nformation, was unlikely to take place for many educators

without some form of assistance. (U.S. Office of Education, 1970) Prior

to the mounting of the first federal effort to develop external roles in

the field cf education, the Pilot State Dissemination Program, a number of
-

"experts" had been arguing in support of roles which paralleled those of the

organizational development specialist or the agricultural extension agent.

(Center for the Advanced Study of Educational Administration, 1965, Havelock,

1969, Jung and Lippitt, 1966).
CZ

on the other hand, relatively large amounts of support frOm the Office

of Education has been directed toward the development of packaged information

cm.

intended to be used with limited or no t4thni,lal assistance. The most

ti a
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extreme fOrm of.this developmental activity were-the PIPs products. These

-Project InfOrmation Packages were intended
.

to prdvide LEA persdnnel with

all of the information that they would need to install and operate effective

new programs in compensatory education and basic skills.- (Stearns, et al.,

1975) In addition to the developmental funds that were put into the PIPS

Program,other monies were being directed to imprOVed packaging of And access

to ERC and LAB products, presumably to facilitate independent practitioner

use of (these documents.

A third' perspective has focused on the need for local invention.as opposed

to external importation of knowledge. Some opponents 95 educetion'R&D have,

argued that there is too little information Of value to.support an extensive

dissemination system. Support for this position has been provided from the

-Rand Corporation's study of seed money programs (Greenwood, et al., 1975)

which suggested strongly. that school improvement activities that were -imported

from outside of the district were less likely to be implemented than those

that were internally generated.

Because any arguments supporting a research agenda on external agents

must test or fall based on judgments as to whether such agents are necessary,

some elaboration will now be.made. of the arguments against external helping

roles and those in favor of external helping roles:

. A. ARGUMENTS AGAINST:THE NEED FOR EXTENUVE RELIANCE ON EXTERNAL ROLES

Opposition to the deplOyment of external agents to improve knowledge

utilization in schools is generally based on two primary. arguments. First,

there is some evidence suggesting that in most cases where schools'emp)cy exter-

nal change agents, problems ensue and effective change'does not 'occur. This

argument has been most strongly voiced by Greenwood et/1. (]975):

When an. LEA adopted projects designed by [outside consultants] the
quality of implementation suffered. DistriCt staff tended to- distrust

'outside 'experts' and had little patience for complex'project rationales

(p. 23) :

.2
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Indeed, the authors of this report go so far as to say that natural school..

. -

'system resistance to outside technical assistance can be overcome onlythrough

extremely high levels of administrative.support (p. 24). The problems inourtta

by local schools in using external experts are Also amply supported by studies

-
of districts participating in the Rural Experimentatai Schools program (see

. .

Rosenblum and Louis, 1979), and by case.studies of'OD in schools (Fullen, et

al.,"1978) Even those who see the need for some supportive-external helping roles

express doubts about the significance of these, as. opposed to the development of

. internal change agents:

histoTysof industrial OD suggests that the main diffusidn means
centers around the development of strong capable internal practitidhers,
often with an advocac9 position (Miles, 1976, p. 249).

Quantitative findings that --ipport this position are also drawn from the

a.
'recent study"of federal programs supp1orting educational change. Survey data

indicate strongly that one of the factois'most highly associated with effective
V.

implementationds local development-Of Materials (Berman and Pauley, 1975-, Berman

and McLaughlin, 1977). 'The survey data that examine the impact of external

technical assistance on implementation and Continuation provide, if. anything',

even more compelling support. The use of out8ide consultants has been found

to be significantly negatively 'related to the perceived usefulness of the training

in federally supported change' fforts(Berman'and McLaughlin, 1977)*.

This reasoning, leads almost inevitably to a policy position that de-

emphasizes
!,

both extern assist ce aid external information. As Mann states,

the basic assumptions of a "user diverOytem" require'that a "thousand wheels

be reinvented':

A
*
Lest a quick critic of thiSstudy note thairi most schools use consultantLs.on a
a.rapid inzand-out basis, which would not alow the consultant to provide
effective assistance, the Rand data suggest that there is no correlation between
the am9unt of assietance'received from outside consultants and the usefulness
if assistance.
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The nearly idiosy,.cratic power of place...has been seriously under-

estimated. Each site seems coinpelled...to a drudging re-discovery
of the inadequacy of sledsand rollers and then to discovery of the
usefulness of an axle stuck through,a disc. While that may seem horribly_
inefficient, it should be compared to the situation in which heaps of
wheels lie around because Of th'e local conviction that "they won't 'work
here"... (p. 300)

As a direct consequence, a namber of highly' placed federal officials have'

been vocal advocates ofa, change in policy which would sopport,local program

development asopposed to dissemination of information from other sources
1(

see

Raspberry, 1978).

A second argument that is used 'to oppose Systematic development of external

helping roles for.schools lies in a pessimistic view of the ability of schools

to engage in meaningful change. The inability of external agents to overcome

barriers to change is stated perhaps most boldly by Derr (1975) who claims thii

Organizational Development approaches to change in schools are destined to fail for

, ,,
a number of reasons.* First, there is a lack of common indicators of performance

in school: "(T)he importance of this phenomenon cannot be overemphasized. There

are no signposts along the way to guide educational innovations to modify and improve

them. (4: 232) Second, the vulnerability of schools to their environment--

that is, public relations-..rea4.res schools td spend time reacting'to external

pressuresrather than improving long-term ii.ianning and functioning. ',Third, the

high autonomy needs of professilOnal educators interferes with effective collab-

oration and innovation, as does the relatively high level of independence in
. 4

performing the work. Perhaps more ovitically, however, Derr points to a "civil

servent mentality" inschdols (p. 235). This mentality impedes innovative

efforts through union contracts which do not allow professionals to remain after
a

school without pay and which makes, it difficult to bringin external people for

sustained. contact over4e period of years. Finally, the lack of economic resources

available to schools, particularly in the current environment, makes it difficult

General discussion of inherent characteristics of schools that make them

resistant to ,change have also been presented in 'Miles (194), Louts and Sieber,

(1979), and Pinaus (1974), among others. Note that Miles .(1976) has critiqued

Derr's assumptions about OD principles thatare "violated" in-schools.

..4
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to allbcate adequate funds for a major school.improvement effort. Hiring or

supporting an external consultant,.teacher -release time, conferences, etc. under

Proposition 13 conditions may be impossible. In sum,the Derr argument may be

succinctly stated:.. Schools do not have the structural characteristics, or the

personnel and financial resources to profit from the major change activities that

typically inVolve external helping roles.
-

B. ARGUMENT.; IN FAVOR OF EXTENSIVE RELIANCE ON EXTERNAL ROLES

Those who support the developmentof external helping roles draw upon a

different set of literature and assumptions.. A long tradition of research is

cited to support the utility of external agents.

*

An early field experiment (Glaser, 1965), showed that organizations could

be made more receptive"to research results through the, use of external consult-
.

ants and externally sponsored conferences. Recent research in education has

produced.a number of studies Which support the efficacy of an external helping

role in increasing local school use of information. Lieber, et al. (1972), for

example, show that external education extension agents in the Pilot State Dis-

semination Project had a significant impact on the level of requests for informa-

tion (receptivity). In addition, Hehig (3975) and Louis .& Sieber'(1979) have

shown that the external agents also had a significant impact on information Itse

Q.

under some circumstances. Emerick'and Peterson's (1976) study of the

National Diffusion Network produced findings which strongly support the :

assumption that an external agent may havea.significant impact on implementa-

%.

tion of innovations. The effects of external agents (both Developer/

Demonstrators and State Fabilitars--the two external helping roles associated

with the National Diffusion Network) remained, even when important ,school
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Cncharacteristics, such as rtivation towa7d cha ge local support for the pro-

ject, administrator support, and sense of participation, were controlled for

in regression analysis. This.finding is quite critical, for it is these

innovation support characteristics which had a great deal of impact on the

cJnolusions drawn from the Rand Corporation Study of federal programs

supporting educational change. Early evidence from the ongoing study of the

R&D Utilization Program suggests that the external agents supported through

this program play a critical role in helping local schools to maintain a

commitmnt to long-term planning and, change prograMs (Louis et al., 1979)'.

Similariy,.the accumulating results of research.on the outcomes of OD Programs

in :-.:koolsshows that externally induced programs involving strong consultive

roles from third-party trainers or. experts can have significant'impact (see, for

example,Miles, et al., 1978; Bartunek and Keys, 1970; Schmuck Runkel and Lang-

_meyer, '971). Those who_support he peed for external agents may point with some

pleasure to the apparent-robustness of this set of findings, in which the impact

an external agent appears to hold in the laboratory, in field settings and

in'a wide variety of different rolus,ranging from the nonintensive "extension

agent" rola (found in the Pilot State Dissemination Project or in the state

facilitator role in the NDN project) to the relatively intensive and long-term

arrangeMents found in many OD interventions.

C. SUMMARY
,

T: .R position taken in this paper'will, therefore, advance beyond the

debate about w'oether or not external agents are useful. The potency of the

external role in stimulating knowledge use will be assumed, and we will

address a set of questions that have greater research and policy salience at

this point: first what is meant when we say that a strategy for change and

knowledge utilization that employs external agents "works"; second, under ,

what conditions.tM. agent is effective, and third, what additionalresearch

6
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is needed in order to arrive at some broader set of theories and policl,

decisions regarding external roles in stimulating knowledge utilization. The

discussion will be grounded in the empirical literature related to external

agent impacts in schools.

In order to address the above questions, it is necessary to rase the

discussion on a clear definition of the phenomenon that we have called the

"external agent". In addition, in order to further ground our discussion,

a framework for looking.t the knowledge utilization` contexts in which

external agents may be ,useful will be developed, and the implications of

. these contexts for agent roles will be briefly discussed. Once this groundwork

has been laid, a presentation of specific research findings related to the

impact of agent roles and behaviors upon schools and individual educators

will be discussed, with apriicular emphasis on consistency of findings, and

areas where, research is particularly impressive or thin. Finally, some
/

implications for a research agenda on the tole of external agents will be

developed.

I
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THE ROLE OF EXTERNAL AGENTS IN KNOWLEDGE UTILIZATION:

DIMENSIONS FOR ANALYSIS AND ACTION

, ---
A. A REVIEW OF CURRENT-WAYS OF DEFINING EXTERNAL AGENT ROLES AND TITLES

A recent review of the literature (Glaser, 1976) pointed to over a dozen

job"titles that-had recently been applied to the role of the external'agent.

Among those which this review uncovered were: social engineer, linking agent,

populariZer,'change agent, research translator,' learning engineer, applied

behavioril scientist, and research utilization specialist: This plethora of

titles suggests the wide variety of definitions which are applied to t:e role

of the external agent. Many of these different definitions suggest different'

ways of approaching the problem of fostering improved knowledge utilization

among organizations. and individuals.

Archibald (1968), for example, sees4the applied social scientist as an

expert who has a reformist interest, that is, one who seeks both knowledge
0

and change. This definition assumes that the knowledge producer or at least

part of the knowledge production system is in fact a linking agent. Somewhat

similarly Rogers; et al. (1976) describe the extension specialist as an

individual who is a member of the knoWledge production community in the

university, but who is himself a sysnthasizer of knowledge, rather than a

pr6ducer of knowledge, Rogers and Shoemaker (1971) have developed a more

general definition of the agent's role:

2Vchange'agent'is a:professional who influences innovation decisions

in-a -- direction deemed desirable by a change agency. (p. 227)

Zaj...tman and Duncan (1977) also view the external agent as a change agent:

A change agent is any individual or group operatlng to change the

status quo in the client's system such that the individual's in-

volved relearn how tp perform their roles. (p. 186)
.

x



Note that Zaltman and Duncan's definition differs from that of Rogers and Shoe-

maker primarily in allowing for an autonorpbus change agent (one who is not con-
,'

nected to a "change agency") and that they emphasize certain types of change as

a criteria for determining who does and who does not belong in this category.

Moore, et al. (1978) add a different dimension of specificity t their

definition which emerged from their study of groups involved in promoting local

educational change:
be,

(A technical`' assistance group provides) long-term, face-to-face assist-
ance to specific school communities in an effort to facilitate local

change. (p. 16)

Note that the distinctive feature of M4ore's definition is that the specif-

city of the strategies by -chich the'external influence is delivered.

Others, however, reiect the implicit assumption'of drcinitions such as

those quoted above that the external agent has specific objectives ih mind for

the targeted client organizations or individuals. Blumberg (1976) severely crit-

icizes approaches that bring, along with the external agent, an externally imposed

goal:

(The term interventionist implies: a) helping the client collect,and
understand valid information about his problem; b) helping the client
develop a system .free choice; and c) helping the client develop in-

ternal .4'''t.teal commitment to ; e processes authentically if that person is "out

to change things." The use of them means that the user has 'D particular
goal in mind for the organization but is willing to trust that the people
involved with valid information at hand will develop goals and problem
solutions which for them best fit the situation. (p. 226)

Similarly Miles ;lid Schmuck (1971) present no explicit definition of the O.D.
A

specialist or coLzultant but define the role of the types of organizationa:,

interventions that are acceptable within the O.D. framework (see Mile* and

Schmuck,.1971: 9; also Miles, et al., 1979). In both cases the external role

is seen as a pair of hands that transmit a set of strategies or technologies

for improvement in the client system. Cates' (1978 recent review of educa-

tional literature related to external areas also takes a functional rather
a

than a definitional approach. The core external agent identified by Cates.

9



are planning, resource utilization; communication, pr')blem solving, process

helping, implementation, and evaluation. (Cates, p. 5) The author implies,

however, that the inventory of functions may not be useful for definitional

purposes, since there is'still considerable confusion and disagreement about

the meaning of these functional labels (pp. 17-18).

There is, apparently, considerably greater consensus among those who attempt

to define external roles as "linking" roles. This consensus exists across as

well as within disciplines. For example, Piehle's. (1835) definition is as follows:

(Linking) agents operate at the interface between new ideas and products
and current educational practice; dealing regularly with both resource
and user systems for the purpose of helping the two to interact con-
structively. (p. 3),

The Social and Rehabilitation Services Agency similarly defines the role of the

research utilization specialist.:

(RCM's serve) as an action link between the producer,SEd consumer of
research results, bringing new an0 more effective findings-"'EO the
attention of practitioners and adminiStratcas (and)-promoting.their
adoption by ongoing programs. (Hamilton and,Muthard, 1975: 63)

Most definitions'of linking agents-do not explicitly refer to externally

imported desirable outcomes in the target or user group. These are, however,

frequently implicit, And most authors who discuss'his'role would agre.that

(the role of) the linker...brings greater rationality to change oriented
decisions in school systems by increasing the nature and extent of
information utilized in decision-making. .(Nash and Culbertson, 1977: 2)

Those who do not explicitly espousp the objective ofimproving rationality in school

systems will frequently refento "improved problem-solving:" Crandall, 1977: 216).

B. SOME PROBLEMS WITH DEFINING EXTERNAL AGENTS: WHO THEY ARE AND WHAT THEY DO

In order to define and understand roles which external actors play

in knowledge utilization processes in local schools, it is necessary to come

to terms with the diVersity in the de-initions presented above. Defining

phenomena is not, in general, the most scintillating aspect of the synthesis

process. It is, however, a critical part intlaying out the assumptions and issues

that must be addressed. Given the relative paucity of empirical studies of

'10



agents in schoOl improvement programs, the examination of definitions is a major

means of illuminating weaknesses or gaps in current approaches to research in

this area. In, the following paragraphs, therefore, some of the problems with

existing definitions of external roles will be discussed and perspectives chat

will be used in the remainder of this paper will be articulated. This dis-

cussion will range from the very concrete (what will,and will not be caasidered

an external agent for the purpcses of this paper) to the relatively broad (prob-

lems in defining common terms in the context of school knowledge utilization processes)
'4,+k

The Definitional Dilemma: General Versus Specific

As Hood and Cates point out,

Conceptually, anyone who facilitates the transfer )f educational
knowledge could be considered the linking agent, but this simpli-
fication leads to a rather unacceptable situation, since virtually
anyone in the field of education may be involved in the transfer
of knowledge to someone else. (Hood and Cates, 1973: 2)

Attempts to narrow the definitiOn, on the other hand, generally involve speci-

'fying either the source of the information (such as research information), the

technique by which information is to be transmitted (for example, as in O.D.

intervention strategies or "face-to-face assistance") or specificatiOn of out-

comes (such as planned change, utilization of R&D products or improved organi-

zational health). While each of these limitations has its advocates, the objec-

tive of this paper is not to provide recommendations or to exhort but to

,attempt a preliminary definition of the arena for action and research. For

these purposes, greater specifications may lead to loss of conceptual genera -

izability.
o

However, Hood and Cates' dilemma should not be ignored entirely. Th

tudy of external actors in the knowledge utilization process cannot encompass

every aspect of knowledge exchange.that occurs within the educational system.

Such an agenda would be so broad as to defeat any objective of clearly defining

11



existing information and desirable researchable knowledge. Two main,

specifications seem appropriate. First, like-Zaltman and Duncan (1976),

no direct attent3on will be paid to the non-purposive stimulation of

knowledge utilization and change.

We do not focus on unwitting...agents, that personsiwho initiate
change without a particular inLention,to do or even without
awareness of.their instrumen ality as agents...(Zaltman and Duncan,
1976: 187) a

.

As these authors point out, the inadvertent agent may be best viewed as

part of the "bag of tricks" or strategies which the conscious external

actor can use in working with a system, a group, or set of individuals.,

Related to this specification are the distinctions made by Katter and

Hull (1976) between different orientatiaas of external agencies involved

in providing information or knowledge to schools.? The authors classify

education information service agencies (EISs) into three types:

so Collection oriented agency provides services to educators
largely as a by-Produotof other activities. The primary

goals and objectives of these. are, to maintain, to build

and to service the collection of-taterialSror information.

Product oriented agencies are concerned sare1y with dis-
seminatiOn of information about a specific product'Ilne_ of
educational information. They -are not concerned about the system
the potential user sy5tems need as much as about selling the

product.

Audience oriented agencies, on the other hand, seek to meet
the information needs of alients., It is betterment of the .

client!s system that drives the information exchange, rather
than the organizational needs or concerns of the EIS,.

The findings of a survey of EIS goals and activities presented by

Katter and Hull (1975) suggest that the audience/Collection/product

typology may be thought of not as a set of distinctive categories, but

12



rather as dithensions along which external agents and agencies may vary.* Using

, the typolosy in such a suggestive fashion, it is proposed that we eliminate
4!

from our consideration all agencies and actors that exhibit a IoW audience

orientation. This suggestion is premised on the judgment that such agencies

or agents are unlikely, in the lOng run, to contribute in a major way to the

broad federal objectives of school improvement. Or, if they do so, they

will do so as inadvertent rather than purposi'Ve agents.

A final proposed narrowing of the definition of the external agent is

to limit our investigation to human agents. The very concept of human agents

or agencies denotes an interpersonal'aspect to the exchange or transmission

of information. The use of written means of tz,mmunicatiton or the telephone,

so long as these communication channels are personalized, are sufficient

to include the agent within our definition. However, if the communication

consists only of thItransmission of standardized'forms or information in

an entirely routinized manner, it would fall out of our area of concern.**

Presumably; such an agent or agency could be completely mechanized with

cIppropr!.ate technological advances.

*
For example, a large proportion of thoSe agencies that were originally
classified-as audience oriented, were in fact also oriented to the
delivery of a standardized set of information productS. The authors

state that: !

By contrast, the service oriented EIS more closely resembles the

product oriented EIS in the pre-determined nature of its response
(it) has a prescribed set of 'responses to user requests...the
service oriented EIS has frequently-evolved from an audience
oriented-EIS standardization allows the EIS to-respond effi-

ciently to a larger number of requests. (Katter and Hull, 1976:

p. 81)

Sinte the authors were not loOking for evidence to suggest that their.typo-
logy did not "work," we may extrapolate from this that organizations may be

high on more than one of these dimensions.

For example, an agency that conducted individualized information searches

would be, included. One that had a single-"product line" in response to

all requests would not.

18
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vpublic Acceptability of External Agents: The Need for Simple-Language

As implied above, the role of external agents in e ucational improvement

activities has not been a prominent policy issue over the last ten to fifteen

years. One of the reasons for the lack of neater interest in the role of

external actors in knOwledge utilization and school change may-be .the jargon

which surrounds both Writing and the implementation of such roles. Another

may be the lack of clarity in their role definition.

As noted in the beginning of this section, there are dozens of names that

have been used to refer to the, external agent. Many of these names are either

arcane or of obscure meaning to the typical educator or legislator. Thus,

for example, the term Linking Agent (probably the most common term in the

area of.education) brings expressions of disbelief and incomprehension to

the faces of policy-makers whd are queried regarding their interest in this

area (Chabotar and Kell, 1978). Of potentially greater concern is the fact

that many'of these titles tend to be threatening to the practitioner or

client whom the external agent seeks to serve. The'title of

Research Utilization Specialist which was applied in the social and rehab-

ilitation services experimental five-yearprogram, elicited the following

comments' from those who held this job title:

The RUSs were unanimous in the.belief that the title Research
Utilization Specialist detractedfrom their acceptance and'effec-
tiveness-and was not, in fact, appropriate to the positt,521,....The. word
research was a source of considerable resistance...field staff
reacted vehemently to the perception of research" as, evaluative...(one
RUS) found that the term research created not.only resistance, but also
misunderstanding of the job functions...the title specialist was an
equal handicap...the RES was sometimes- perceived as a person with
detailed specific knowledge on the subject at tithes as "the
person whq knows more and more about less and less."
(Hamilton and Muthard, 1975: 78-79)

Apparently, the increasing tendency to invent new terminology to refer



not only to the external role, but also to the functions of the external role

complicate this situation enormously. For example, the term "process helper'

is almost meaningles! to a practitioner and is, therefore, not useful tc, the

external actor who wishes to define what it is that he would like to do with

or for the'client.* While it is certainly beyond the ojectives of this

paper to definitively determine what external agents should be called; one

r4

may suggest that commonly understood terms such as consultant or extension

ag nt are preferable to new terms which try to capture the novelty of the

ob.**

In addition to terminology concerns, there is agenuine problem with the

explicitness of the role.. A major pr.)blem with the acceptancelf,O.D. in

school settinqs is that the dimensions of the innovation are very difficult

to define7rnt be contradictory in different settings because of the frequency

with which the term is inappropriately applied. (Fulleni et al., 1978a: 246)

Similar problems'have been observed in settings where an educational extension

agent is at work, whcile poorly articulated roles may, in some cases, work tc the

agent's advantage, they make acceptability to local administrators and teachers

problemmatic inthe absence of positive %personal experience (see Louis and Seiber,

1979), Chapter 6). Lack of explicitness of the "innovation" of a new educational

role causes many of the same problems in diffusion and implementation as in the

case of curricular or administrative innovations. (see Charters and Pellegrin,

1973). It is important'to emphasize, lbw explicitness does not imply that

*
If any reader is inclined to doubt the reasonableness of a concern over

the use of language to describe external experts or others whb help to bring

new knowledge to schools, let them first imagine themselves responding to

any inquiry regarding their occupation with a.cavalier--"oh, I am a know

ledge utilization specialist"--oh, I'm a linker." The difficUlties of com-

municating the seriousness,of one's position after using as an introduction

a title which is perceived as having little meaning at all is well under-,

stood b.thi-g author, who has e perienced problemS trying to explain,to

others what it is thatshe studies.
**
The novelty may also be the titles and low role explicitness that are given

to agents in demonstration projects related to the difficulty of institutional--

izing such individuals and their job functions when dembnstration monies aregone.



immediate steps to achieve greater clarity and specification are appropriate.

Some observers have concluded that the educational extension agent is success-
,

ful in large measure because of the enormous flexibility and lack of bureaucrat-

ization in the roTts,-.. (See Louis and Sieber, 1979.)

Roles and Goals

The majority of current approaches, to specifying the roles of external

agents arc, based on explicit Or implicit judgments about the objectives that

will be achieved through the use of such agents./ In particular, there is

an assumption that the external agent's major function is to import 'research

inf.)rmation to facilitate the adoption of innovative programs in schools.

It seems obvious that this assumption about objectives and outcomkts_ of, sing

external agents is derived from the dominant research tradition that iv.'

associated with the study of information use. The study of information,

which.is firmly grounded in the agricultural extensiofi program. (See, for

example, Rogers and.Shoemaker, 1971.)_ While there are other research traditions

which examine information diffuSion, these have'not had nearly the impact on the

general consciousness of those concerned, with information use as bat the

image of the stalwart county extension agent explaining 'the virtues 'of hybrid

seed corn to a tobacco-chewing farmer. That this image of the county extension

agent as the bearer of.research tidings tothe innovator is'far,from the:reality

of the extension agent's actual role see Rogers, Eveland and Bean, 1976) is of

little consequence, for the popular image dominates. In reality, as noted in

.

some of the definitions preSented above, this image of the external agent

vastly oversimplifies the variety of roles which purposive actors ..may play.

Another major reason for this definitional bias lies in the source of

concern about knowledge utilization in local schools over the last 10 years.

The major funder"of research on local school improvement is the federal govern-

ment.ment. Thefederal government is alsothe major. funder.of research and develop-
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merit in both university settings and in a'plied R &D settings'. I Not surprisingly,

the government is also concerned about the gap between R&D and the use of R&D

by local schools that has been pointed to by a number of observers (Gideonse,

/1970; Dershimer, 1976), The federal government_is interested in determining

..! whether or not the products of educational R&D were utilized in the\ schools has

significantly impacted the view of schools as users of R&D rathek tban creators

of knowledge and innovation. This viewpoint is so,deeply embedded in the

educational literature that it is difficult to find many examples which run

counter to it.

Lippitt (1969), how ver, takes a more complex view of this issue: Based

on a number of studies copducted by the Center for Resea±ch on the Util ation

of Scientific Knowledge at the University of Michigan, LipPitt'distinguishes

....../ .
,

.A c. ,

between two general patterns of research utilization. The first.is the

...P" 4
.

,

.
.

,

"science consumer system" which imports research information from the outsj.de,

k

While this approach does not fully'correspond,to the integrated R,DD and,U approach
.

first described by Havelock el964Y and elaborated on by a number of others (see

Berman and McLaughlin, 1974vLbuis add Sieber, 1979), it does emphasize the

client system as a user. In additiOn, Lippitt identifies an internal pattern

'of knowledge production and utilization-whereby the 'syStem itself generates

.

information and uses it. Lippitt argues that the.internal as'well as the ex-
,

.

, .
.

agent wL: can facilitate the coordination.andodasction of knowledge.
.

The nc(tion of external at,7ent as something otimr ':_!--ne bringer' of knowledge has
.

.

. .
.

a long tradition-in a_varietyof organizational initvention grouPS: Thus, fOr.

exarlple, the approacfi used by the Tavistock Institute ofeRiman Relations in

London; England tends -EC, View the external agent - rather as a therapist for

Organizations (Jaques, 1950?), as does the external. 0.0.roledescribed by

Schein (1969).

17



In education, othertypes of external agent roles are clearly acknowledged,

such as the process helper rolqspecinfied by 1_, le (1976) and Butler and
.

Paisley (19:78), bUt the'view of'what'Such agents do is limited. This is in large

measure because of the very limited conception of what information use consists of.
_

Concepts of Information Use and External. Agent Roles

The extremely influential linkage model proposed by Havelock (1969) view

the information utilization cycle as involving knowledge producers and know-

ledge consumers with various mechanisms for connecting these two groups. Without

in any way attempting to diminish a major contribution to whatyas at the

time,a field with little theoretical basis, the view of information use

in the linkage model frameworks has narrowed the conceptualization of know-

ledge processing.in-educational organizations, for it has directed attention

only"to the use of research knowledge imparted from the knowledge producing

superstructure. . Similarly, on the one hand,- we should applaud' the advances

that have been made overthe past few years in Studying implementation

of new programs as part of 'the school improvement process, (see, for example;

GroSs, Guiaquinta and Bernstein, 1972; Fullen and Pomfret, 1976; Berman and

McLaughlin,'1977, Rosenblum and Louis, 1970.) On the other hand, however, it

,

is important to raise agairithe point that information. may,be used in a wide

variety of benefiCial WAYS that cannot easIlysbe classified as impletentation of

for staff development.orlong.tange planning (Louis, 1975).a new program -- e.g.

the- federal administrative agency as an information user, '

Sabatier (1978) ,draws upon two different modes for information,proVision to

agencies: The first is the decisionistic-instrumental perspective defined by

'Rein and White (1977): The assumption of the decisionistic-instrumental

perspective is that 'technical information or policyanalysis is provided

primarily to influence specification dedisions,...add that the infortation'is

provided only if there, is some reasonable' expectation that it.will alter



the decision outcome." (p. 404)

Weiss(1977), on the other hand, sees one of the main functions of providing .

information to administer to dec ision-makers as a process of gradual "enlighten-

ment". (This point is also made in Lindbloom and Cohen, 1979.) In contrast

to the decisionist-instrumental perspective, the enlightenment function

emphasizes gradual learning on the part ofpeople who make decisions-. If'the

enlightenment function is truely ineffect,itis difficult to ctribute

improvement in a social system-to-a'particular pie :e of in" _nation or a single
4

transmitter of information-. Ratherimproved decisions should. occur over time

as a consequence of small infusions of improved information,' ofted'combined

with."common" knowledge.

.Both the-enlightenment function and the decisionistic-instrumental function

assume, however, that an external Organization is responsible for infusing the

syStem. A third way of looking at change mint be called the capacity building

function, In the capacity building funCtion, information-is used in itself to

rove the system's oapacity for generating information-. While the system
;

may never become completely independent of external sources of information,
.

-

it becomes -lore able to function autonomously and to solve its own problems

'without depending on, an external source. The notion of capacity building

involves changing the ability of ttlt organization itself to search for an

to process information.

While federal' programs sponsoring Itproved.knOwledge
, I

.

utilization frequently

aim to increase knowledge use. iri all of these categories, the,objectiveaare

rarely made explicit. Thus., for'exatple-, Hamilton and- Muthard (1975) state

that despitea major projeCt to OlprOve research utilization'in the field

of rehabilitation, that there-was "no clear Concept of the meaning of research

utilization or of the-ways in WhicAtosuch a process couldcbe identified within

'rehabilitation has,b46 identifiedp. 381)
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In addition to three different modes of knowledge use, we have different

types of knowledge. First of all, there is the dAtinction that is increasingly

being made between research -based knowledge--knowledge which-is generated ek-

clusively through scientific inquiry - -and craft knowledge, which is knowIdge

that is generated based on practice and on experience of individuals .who are

engaged in practice. While again the distinctions between research knowledge

, and craft knowledge are not entirely clear; the source of the knowledge has

considerable implications fox the ways in which it may be effectively trans.-

mitted to the potential user and thus for the ways in which an external agent

(--

may function in the system, We must*not ignore the fact that there is a

rather rather significant type-of knowledge--common knowledge--which has the

greatest infl ce over behavior in the most rational of decision - making

settings. The bulk of information about how to teach, for example, may

.
.,

probably be classified as common. knowledge rather than craft or research

knowledge: don't scare kids, set a good ample try to be patient, use a lot

of repetition. These principals of teaching are derived largely from previous

'
experience of all addlts with their own childhood, and children they have

known. Common knowledge, while critical to the educational function will not

be treated in this paper because it can neither be created'nor can it be

. easily. transferred. Rather, it is.part'of thedollectiVe consciousness of a

given culture.

A final distinction of importance is between knowledge. which is internally

generated that is, knoWledge which resides in the system, and knowledge which

is externally generated and must be imported. While it may seem onithe face. of,

it that. there wouldhe a high level of congruence betWeen internally- generated

knowledge and craft knowledge and externally-generated knowledge and-research

20
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knowledge, these dimensions are in fact distinct. This may be seen in

Cell 1 portrays the situation where research knowledge is generated

internal to the group. Examples of types of activities that would fall into

this setting include survey feedback activities and self-study, which can be

conducted by the group. The existence of this cell may appear somew'at

shocking to proponents of the linkage theory who assume that research is some-

hoW "out there" or out. :de of the practitioner domain. In fact it is very

clear that many schools.and school systems are happily and very productively

engaged in the business of producing "research" information internally.

Research-based examples.of what might be comprised by this cell include

Lyon's study of the'use of evaluation information in local school districts

(Lyon, 1978) and the types of needs assessment activities engaged in by

severaVof the seven R&D Utilization projects. In the PennsylvFda School

.

Improvement'ProjeCt, for example, a very well defined approach o the

determination pf specific weaknesses in basic skills was developed and imple-
-1,

mented in mare than a dozen participating schools. The approach used in this

A
PAD utililation program emphasized. external training, but staff participation

In both data gathering and interpretation.* Evidence from research on OD

in schools (OD programs frequently inVolve ,generating research based informa-
,

tion about the organization) suggests that the role of the external agent'

may be critical, particularly in the early stages where internal change
.

agent-. or members of the organization begin to acquire skills to

carry out research tasks themselves. The same data indicate that over-

dependence on the external agent may result in non-institutionalization of

OD activities (see Miles, et al, 1978).

.,This, aridother statements about the R&D utilization program are
taken from field notes or other raw data, unless otherwise noted. Vor a

description-of the study, see Louis, et al.,.1978 and Louis, et. al., 1979.
ThePeansylvania-RDU project placed, particular empha4s on internal research
and data gatherihg in the "problemidentificationstage of their probleth
solving proceSs. 4
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FIGURE I

KNOWLEDGE UTILIZATION CONTEXTS THAT AFFECT
EXTERNAL AGENT ROLES

.

' .
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,__
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K.U. Goals: decisionistic,

I

K.U. Goals: decisionistic,
enlightenment, capacity .

building
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Examples: sirvey feedback,

enlightenment, capacity
.

Exam.les: "temporary!'
school self-study or
evaluation 0,f

(Lippitt, 1969)

-, systems for adapting
'curricula that have been
previously adopted .

(Berman and McLaughlin,,
1977)
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Knowledge
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Generated

-

K.U. GoalS: decisionistic,

,....

K.U. Goals: decisionistic,
enlightenment, capacity
building

.
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.

f

Examples.: League of Co-
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adoption by:schools
(Louis and Sieber, 1979)

,operating SchOols
(Gbodlad, 1975),
Teacher ten'cer involving
multiple. districts
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Regarding other typeaof research information, such.as program or student

evaluition, mostslarge scnool districts are attempting to acquire their own

experts to carry out these tasks (Lyon, 1978). However,, internal utilization

is still a problem (Alkin, 1979) becaUse administrators and teachers msy have

trouble interpreting the action dimensions of information. Internal researchers

may, therefore, need external assistance in learning. how to become internal

change' agents, as well as researchers. In small districts, where it is not

possible to employ a broad range of researchers, there is considerable room

for the expert consultant who can help the district to design and analyze

information that is needed to fulfill any of the knowledge utilization func-

tions discussed above.

Cell 2 involves the intersection between in..ernally-generated knowledge

and craft knowledge. An example of knowledge utilization processes falling

into this cell would include in-service or sharing among staff members and

for the development of new programs, or modifications to old programs that

are based on familiarity with existing curricula and methods. -The findings

reported by Berman and McLaughlin (1977) suggst that the process of "mutual

adaptation" involves the application of'locally designed improvements to

adopted programs.. The Concerns Based Adoption Model research program (Hall

et al., ],976) suggest that adequate implementation will inevitably involve

systematic collection or feedback and modification of practice based upon it.

This does not occur as a "research" program far the adopter, but.as a judg-

mental adjustment process. The CB studies indicate that an' external agent

may be extremely helpful in assisting individual adopters to reach this stage

of thoughtful, craft-based adjustments in practice'.
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Cell number 3, in which research knowledge and the ekternally generated

knowledge intersect, is the cell that we most typically think of when we

think of knowledge utilization in the field, of education. This represents an

external research community that generated information either in response to

needs by potential lient groups or in response to their own scientific

curiosity. Multiple research-based examples populate this cell. Predominating

among them are the Sieber, Louis and Metzger (1972)..and Louis and Sieber (1979)

reports about the client responses to the Pilot State Disseminations Project,

and Emrick and Petersen's (1977) study of the National Diffusion Network.

(For a comparison of several studies which fall into this cell, see Emrick4.

and Peterson, 1978.) The functions that internal ageryts can play under the

circumstances described by this cell are also quite well documented conceptually.

One of the more coherent recent conceptualizationkis presented by Butler and

Paisley, (1978). The real issue underlying this cell is a question of whet)aer

the agent operates with a technological-push objective, (where the goal is
..

to persuade clients to utilize approved or "valid" research information from

a preselected knowledge base), or a 'demand-pull objective (where the client's

definition of need stimulates a search for the type of research information

that can best be brought to bear upon the question at.hand,) (See Louis, et

al, 1979.). A technological push orientation almost, invariably implies that

the agent is intended to facilitate instrumental -decisionistio,knowledge use,

while a detuand -pull approach can be responsive to all knowledge -use.types.

Cell number 4,.in which there'is an intersection between craft knowledge

and externally imported knowledge, may be typified by attempts to create net:-

worksamong'a variety of schools, such as the'League of Cooperative Schools,

y institutions which are external to a single school and which draw upon



the staff ca: several schools, such as teachers' centers. -Goodlad (1975)

emphasizes that the successes of the League of Cooperating Schools were

attributable, in la::ge reasure, to the role of a central external agency

'in serving as a uhlii," or a clearinghouse that f:cilitated,the partnership

between schools concerned about innovative programs and projects. Without'

the sharing that occured through League brokeragee the expertise that exists

within the systemwouldnot have been adequately used. Similarly, the

objective of Many Teacher Centers is not to improve education through the

transmission Of e;cternally generated research information (see Burchinal,

1967) but through sharing a craft knowledge among teachers. Another exa Ile

of a type of-approach that would fall into this cell is Havelock,and

(1968) study of an attemptto improve the climate for research utilizat' .

within R&D labs through the use of capacity building s aff seminars. In

ge-ieral, this, cell implies that the role of the exterji agent is more

likely to focus on enlightenment or capacity building than upon major

programmatic decisions for change. Current wisCom among educators suggests

that the most well received forms of inservice education which focuses on

capacity huilding at the individual level) are often of this type, or mix

the use of imported and internally. generated craft knowledge.

Again, it should be pointed out, as does Lippitt (1969) that linking

agents or generalists should be expected to be able to perform in a variety

&
of capacities within these diffeent cells since the needs of clients may

be quite different.`in each case. Thus, for example, in Cell 1 the client

system may haVe the greatest need-for a consultant.who is able to help

theA with the technical aspects of a'survey feedback program. In Cell 4,

on the other hand, they may have the greatest need for somebody who has the

strong adminis trative skills that are necessary to hold a network of individuals
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from different organizations (SaraiOn & Lorentz, 1979). To summarize, the

development.of a comprehensive theory,of external intervention in schools

and in research plans to stud the role of external a ents in school im rove-

ment and knowledge utilization processes necessitates moving away from the

dominant and limited mode which views external agents as individuals who

bring external research knowledge for the purpose of making specific decisions

and implementing new programs. With all due respect'to t. multifaceted

definition of linkage roles developed by Havlock (1969) serious attention

to other external roles has been extremely limited in the recent educational

policy literature.

C. SUMMARY

The major problem with existing definitions of external roles and knowledge

Utilization, at least those which predominate in education, is that they are

seen primarily as external providers or potential proViders of research infor-

mation. The focus tends to be on the knowledge producing subsystem, w,hich the

"linker." serves, and less on the functions of information for schools, school

"systems nd educators, and the ways in which they are likely to respond to

external holes supporting knowledge use. Thus, there is an emphasis on change

or implementation as the only criterion for involvement of an external agent:

at a time when many educators are calling professional deVelopment and increased

professional opportunities. there is a tendency to define external agents r_sing

jargon terms unacceptable to"practitioners and to other prople who are in arenas of

decision making. There is also a tendency to define the linkage roles too narrowly

soas not to encompass roles that could be brought into the dissemination and

knowledge utilization system and there is a tendency to look at knowledge so narrowly

that legitimate ways using knowledge are excluded. As part of this endeavor.
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to synthesize information, it should be noted that the major gaps that have.

been pointed out in definitional terms should be attended to in the research''''

arena. \

Having criticized existing-definitions,\one that will appear at once

crisp and sufficiently-inclusive cannot easily be proposed; Instead we must

opt for a brow definition that will hopefully encompass the field b14

offend few: An external agent is an individual group or organization, located

outside of the boundaries of the client system, whose objective is to assist

client(s) -- individuals, groups, individual educators, groups of educators

of schools -- to enhance the clients' functioning as educators or an educational.

system. External agents may do many things in the service or school improvement

activities. In this discussion we will focus exclusively on those behaviors

which are intended to directly enhance the clients ability, to 'locate, generate

and use information.

D. REVIEW OF SOME CURRENT WAYS OF DESCRIBING EXTERNAL AGENT ROLES AND
FUNCTIONS

Typologies of External Roles

(To be written later: This section will focus briefly on the various

was that different authors have attempted to discriminate between alternative

roles that the'exterrial agent may, take. The reader will be referred to Hood

and Cates (1978). A chart summarizing different terms used by the various

authors will be reproduced from the above source.)

6

While the early work of Havelock (1968 and 1969) is useful in showing

the complexities and alternatives that may be encompassed within the concept

of the external helping role, in general the proliferation of descriptive

typologies may be judged to add relatively little to our understanding of how

-----------
_____such-agentt--67ctually furiction. The main weakness of the effort to develop role

typologies lies in their genesis. Rather than being-viewed as role segments

or alternative personae that an external agent may adopt under different cir-

cumstances, there is often the implicit or explicit assumption that these roles

27
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are distinctive and uniquely held by an external agent. Thus, while acknowledg-

ing that reality may be somewhat untidy, Crandall (1977) apparently views

the distinctions that he makes in linking roles as normative-imperative: they

are seen as mutnally exclusive, requiring dfferent skills, different training,

different support and different types of pe,.. a The Butler-Paisley (1978)

work similarly views the different types of "entitlement" of an agent to occur

"modally," such that in most cases individual agents will perform a liiited

subset of the functions that are potentially available. They acknowledge the

possibility of a "superlinker," who cr9sses boundaries between the typological

distinctions that they make, and also see the need for the development of

flexible agents, but express some apparent skepticism about the viability of

the "superliriker."

The pronem with this approach is that it assumes that the linker's role

is controlled by the agent and/or his/her agency. .This'assumption is most

striking in Hood and Cates (1978), who observe that different models of change

(which are presumably adopted by a sponsoring agency) imply different and dis-

tinctive external agent roles (p. 32). Hutchins (1977) similarly implies that

the federal government has an option to choose alternative types of external

roles that will fit simply into a model of change:and the change process that

is preferred by policy-makers. The focus on the agency definition of arche-

typal roles ignores both the need to tailor external agent roles to client

information needs and objectives (a bottom-Up approach to defining agent roles)',

and also existing data that suggest that external agent roles cannot be de-

fined solely blithe agent or agency.

Role Ambiguity: An Inherent Characteristic?

Louis and Sieber's extensive analysis of the role-taking behavior of

..extension agents in the Pilot State Dissemination Program indicates that
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successful 'gents engaged in a relatively lengthly period of role negotiation

and role latitude with clients and', client schools. (Louis and Sieber, 1979)

MOre recently, Spencer and:Louis (1938) have reported data from a:Survey of

45 external agents in the R&D Utilization program. This data indicates that,

in most cases, administrators in client schools haire an equal or greater

impact on the ways in which agents spend their time, and the activities-id

which they engage than either their immediate supervisors or the directors of

. the projects in which they work. Similarly, Moore, et al. (1977) point to

mutual adaptation between the technical assistant group and the local setting

as being a prominent characteristic of successful change agencies; This pro-

Cess often involves conscious attempts to get feedback on strategies.

and roles; and to alter them to fit with the local school culture (Moore,

et al., 1977; pp. 190-191). R&D Utilization "linking agents" them-

selves argue that one of the most important characteristics of a successful

agent is an individual who can make significant adaptations of their role.

to fit school needs and capabilities (unpublished proceedings of a conference.

of RDU agents, May, 1979). Finally T-Rogers_and Shoemaker (1971) claim that

research evidence suggests that change agent success is related to a client

rather than an agency orjentation.

There are, of course, limitations to the ambiguity that can be maintained

in a role such as the one being dealt with in this paper.. Moore, et al. (1977)

state, for example, that there are limits to the mutual adaptation. process.

Successful "Technical Assistance Groups" clearly communicate to the client schools

the value's on ;Mich their assistancOis based (thus, presumably, weeding out

clients whose values would be so'different as to cause friction and failure),

and also the limits to the type of assistance that would be provided. In

particular, the amount of time and effort requires clear delineation in order

29.
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to avoid client disappointment. (Moore, et al., 1977; pp. 102-103). Similarly,

.Haugerud, et al. (1979).point to the need to negotiate some boundaries

to the role and service in order to avoid either role overload for the agent,

or client anger when their own implicit expectations apparently imply using the

external agent as an additional "free" staff person. (Haugerud's recommendations

are based on the combined 12 person-years of experience of the agents employed

by the North West Reading Consortium' R&D Utilization Project). This, however,

does not alter the basic observation that there is greater ambiguity in the

external agent's role than in most pAessional or semi-professional human ser-

vice jobs.

To summarize, there is a critical need to begin to view the agent's role

from.a user perspective rather than an agency focused or change model perspec-

tive. This shift is necessary for two reasons: first, it is clearly appropriate

to blr the development of..theories of external roles more on the'services and/

or needs that such individuals may actually perform for clients. Without this

perspective, the chances are quite high of implementing y'et another educational

service or program that frustrates locally creative change by providing the

wrong mix of resources. Second, it is essential to recognize the reality of,the

external helping role: external, agents serve at the pleasure of the system,

and must always, therefore, adjust their roles to system expectations if they

are to have any impact at all. This does not mean, of course, that an agency

has little or no impact in sitting boundaries for the role. _However, even

well defined boundaries are enacted in very different ways 'by different

individuals faced with different school settings. (Firestone and Corbett,

L979) Inappropriate role definitions proposed from higher levels of the

organization will simply produce evasive behavior at lower levels, as agents
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attempt to deliver the services that their schools wish to have (see esp.

Campeau et al., 1979. For more discussion Of, the problems of imposing clear

role definitions on occupants of field agent type toles, see Louis and Sieber,

Chapter 3).

E. DIMENSIONS OF AGENT CHARACTERISTICS:AND BEHAVIORS:-
A REVIEW OF EMPIRICAL LITERATURE

Fortunately, there. are alternatie ways of examining what we know about

linking or external agent roles. An examination of the empirical literature

on.external.roles indicates that there are two major sets of variableS that are
- .

perceived to influence the impact of the agent upon the client. The firstegroup, -

consists of status variables that characterize the agept and his/her context.

'Irrespective of'the specificity Of the role, the following variables may

have a significant impact on role performance:

homogeneity with clients

locus

organizational design: single versus team

personal.characteristics or attributes

Ma addition, there is substantial evidence to suggest that certain dimensions

of external agent behaviors and strategies are crucial. These include:

initiative in outreach to orients;

intensity of outreach activities;

external agent expertise;:

scope of external agent activities;

410

relationships with bdUndary personnel in client settings.

The findings and/or controversies present in the empirical literature on

O

external agent statuses and behaviors will be discussed below. It should be

pointed out, at this juncture, that the criteria og empirical used in this

section is a relatively loose one. Any evidence that is apparently based upon

actual experience or stud of external agents is admissable, including secondary

analyses, and observations-based upon "craft" knowledge aswell as actual

research.



Agent Statuses 40

Anq
444.

theAccording to zeitmall Nhoan (...1--,/) the case on linking 'agent statuses

is clear:

nt/eq "fp dThe optimally stili--,c44) we-- would be,a change agent team
consisting of an intvoe kna extorhal change agent whp are homo-
philous with the ch50 get kyetem (p. 224).

,
.

_
In addition to this egser the auth°rs list.20 additional conclusions that

they claim, are based 140'. -At on and others' experiences' as change agents.

Indeed, based on the exi0
3.11

teratlies there is little that one co ld say

fte
in direct opposition to V otatement. There are; however ccinsiderable

ambiguities in a number t-11 teos that are used, which deserve some dis-

.,
cussion.

,

(1) -Homophily: The tor ext ernal agent to be of similar status to

',114lothe intended client ly, p s, one o the most strongly supportedivcontentions

in the change literettire. g71, RoIers and Shoemaker reported over 40

studies supporting one or hyvotheeee related to agent-client homophily.

O't
Similarly, Corwin fowld 0 '11% /teeter the disjuncture between Teacher Corps

the lower the level ofparticipants and those of Shools thAt -they served,

OCi 41972) repotted thatprogram innovation. yieb

agents tended to seek out

09e i

that had been held bl. the Illt ior to taking the extension job, while
Pr

/Its in positions that were

educational extension

most similar to those

Moore, et.a.l. .(1977) poin° that suCcessful technical assistance agencies

Make explicit their cn V, 4,6-ases, . ensure that non-homophilous clients

will uopt out."

Ole tBefore leaning into _tow; contention supported by Zaltman and Duncan,

/4841.t
however, it is useful Ile another set of literature bearing upon thistd

point. The work of /..0.2 r nrIttteso (196 ) suggests that scientists working

in heterophilous environd ( , with people in a"variety of disciplines).

6 b..

are more creative/invepti4
0

elose wotking in completely homophilous
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environments. An additional. analysis of the data first presented in Sieber,

et al. (1972), revealed that, while the agent's.prior status affected his/her

choice of clients to some extent, it had mo impact upon.the amount of time

spent with clients of different statusf: all agents, no matter wnether they

were former teachers or'formtr administrators, spent considerably mere time

working with administrative clients. (Louis and Sieber, 1979). Fur ermore,

agent impact, as)neasured-by reported use of information, vas not strongly

related to_homophily of status between agent and client (unpublisherl nalysis).

e- Perhaps more critical than the above research, however, is nhatfwhich has

been conducted onthe "strength of weak ties." (Granovettez, 1973) This

literature suggests that innovationlis more likely to spread throu7h inraviduals

who are weakly'connected to a network--e.g., are heterophilous on some di-

mensions. (See Sarason, et al:, 1977 for a review' of.the literature on network
.

flows). This well-supported hypothesis is highly significant,
A

for it points to the weakness in the homophily hypothesis: most cf I...a research

that is cited in support of the need for homophily is, in Tact, of tWo types.

The first is based on the study of change agents in underdeveloped countries.

In this case, heterophily is quite extreme, and what passes tot homophily is,

in fact, simply a lesser degree of heterophily. Second, other research from'
0

contemporary cultures is largely based on findings (such as that of Corwin)

whidh suggest that too much heterophily is bad. This finding, which is con-

sistent with the notion of the importance of weak ties in the information flow/

change process, does not imply that total homophily is good. In fact, Corwin's

research shows how high levels Of hothophily, may affect the work of he external

\.agent negatively.,.Teachei Corps interns who were highly i ed nti 1 with the

values of the schools in which they served tended to become "assimilated" to

to the local culture, and to avoid making waves through the use of new methods
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and approaches for teaching underprivileged children. (Corwin, p. 135).

Zaltman and Duncan, in other sections of their chapter on change' agents, also

point out that a, degree of heterophily may be A stimulant in the change pro-

cess (p. 214).

From a practical perspective, therefore, the assertion of the need for

homophily may mean nothing mote weighty than imposing a requirement that the

change agent have some set of,common experiences or background that suits

him/her for the job and gives the assistance that s/he provides some "source

credibility" (Hovland and Weiss, 1951). In a school setting, clearly some ex-

/erience with education is an advantage. However, the "craft" knowledge claims

that an educational extension agent should have classroom teaching experience

if s/he is.to be effective as a school-based catalyst of information use is,

based on the experience of several non- teacher RDU agents, overstated.

2)= Locus: The issue of locus is often, as in Zaltman and Duncan's work,

equated with a distinction between internal and external agents. The evidence

° of the agent of change should be located within or without has been touched on

above, where the controversy over the need for external agents was presented.

Research evidence which attempts to directly compare the value of internal

and external agents is relatively rare. Based on a content analysis of case

studies, Jones (1969) concluded that internal change agents were slightly more

successful than external change agents. A laboratory experiment ,(Scurrah,

Shani and Zipfeld, 1971)'concluded that external agents were more effective in

introducing change, and were also perceived by the target group as more expert

thaninternal.agentsoccupyingthesameformalposirion.Corwin's study of the

Teacher Corps found that both the external agents ane the presence of "young,

flexible, supportive boundary personnel" are important in organizational

adaptation (Corwin, 1973, p; 255).
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Relatively little is known from the existing educational literature

about the ways in which internal' and external agents relate to one another,

however. The most systematic documentation of the existance of these two

roles simultaneously, and the relative impact of each of the outcomes of

an educational OD process is found in the recent study of Miles, Fullan and

Taylor (see especially Miles, et al., 1978 and Fullan, et al.; 1979). These

data suggest that external' agent: roles are particularly critical in determining

whether an OD program achieves both its anticipated objectives and unanticipated

benefits. The external agent is co-equal to an internal change agent and

internal consultants (designed as the dietrict coordinator) in determining

whether the district will have positive attitudes` about further dissemination

of the OD efforts. Neither have a great impact

compared to other variables, particularly those

the change activity. (See especially pp..

of the external agent may be stage related, and

planning and implementation activities that are

capacity) during the first few years of a major

The roles of internal agents are reviewed

FUllan, 1980).

upon institutionalization, as

related to scale and scope of

Thus, it seems that.the role

weighted toward the initiation,

designed primarily to affect

change effort.

in detail elsewhere (see

If suffices to state that the study of relationships

between internal and external agents is a tabula rasa waiting to be explored.
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There are a variety of contingencies which may affect the impact of locus

upon success. Internal location increases the credibility of the external

agent, because the client feels that s/he can be counted on. Proximity

increases flexibility in responding to client or target group needs (Moore,

et al., 1977). An inside change agent is also better equipped to understand

and deal with the local culture and resistance to change, and may be more

effective at mustering internal support (Zaltman and Duncan, 1977; Berman

and McLaughlin, 1977).

On the; other hand, outsiders are able to choose their own settings, which

helps to ensure successful change projects. In addition, outsiders are less

likely to be coopted by other agendas (Moore, et al., 1977). An external

change agent is also more effective in dealing with the early stages of a-

change process, where independence and perceived expertise authority may be

critical to achieving the legitimacy of the project (Zaltman and Duncan, 1977).

In addition, it is often easier for the external agent to play a variety of

roles that facilitate the process of change, since s/he is not burdened by

accumulated organizational perceptions of him/her as an individual.

What about the specific educational context, however? Redently, Butler

and Paisley (1978) have predicted that the new few years'will see a major

change in the locus of change or extension agents:

In many cases, large city school districts already have the staff of

specialists required for self-directed change, and there is little
that an all-purpose external linking agent can offer a large district..
In fact, a large district as a discouraging assignment for an external

linking agent. (p. 28)

The authors estimate that, at present, almost all "linkage" external to the

district. However, they project by 1995 thgt the balance will hav shifted_,

so that the expertise will reside inside the district. (p. 29) SiMilarli,

Schmuck has advocated the development of corps of organizational specialists

who can exist within each schoOl district (Schmuck, 1971).
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Without getting into an involved debate about the feasibility of such-

trends, it may be suggested that predictions of such a major shift may be both

shortsighted (given the strengths of the external role discussed above) and

optimistic (given rapidly rising costs, declining enrollments, and taxpayer

resistance to educational frills).

Even more importantly, it must be stressed that the definition of external/

internal depends entirely on where one sits. From the perspective of the

federal government and most writers concerned with educational policy, any

organization that exists below the state level represents a blurry category

known as "local." From the perspective of a school-based educator, on the other

hand, a specialist situated in the district office may have no better an under-

standing of the problems of a particular school than a. ...xpert called in from

several hundred miles away. A number of writers have noted that school

.systems, as organizational entities, tend to be "loosely linked" (Weick, 1976;

Rosenblum and Louis, 1979; Abramowitz and Tennenbaum, 1978). The notion of

loose linkages implies that there are boundaries at multiple levels within the

system which distort information flows and impede system-wide activities.

The impact of the existence of multiple "layers" in the educational system on

the. role of change agents is obvious, and the gulf between school and district

office in the change process is well documented,among the schools involved in

the R&D Utilization program. In many cases, school pa 7ipants differentiated

their involvement in a school-based innovation effort from most of the major,

change activities that had occurred previously, where orders were ent down from

the district office with little or no explanation. (See also Gr ss, Mason and

Guiquinta, 1972.) In addition, in many cases school-based practitioners voiced

The IJcent work of Rosenblum and Louis (1979) has shown that schoOls
that are more "loosely linked" are, in fact, less able. to implement compre-
hensive change projects.

.
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extreme skepticism about the competence of district specialists, who are often

seen as educators who could not "make it" in the workd of teaching or adminis-

tration, and, because they had tenure, were dispatched to a specialist position
ti

to defuse the damage that they might create in a line position.

Finally, it is important to point out that a role that is deliberately

created "inside" in order to defuse opposition is likely to be no more effec-

tive than an outside role. Rogers, et al., in their discussion of the Research

Utilization Specialist program in vocational education, comment:'

...the entire RUS project illustrates the weakness and slippage in-
herent in a system where research priorities are set at the,federal
level, largely 'in terms of system-wide needs, and utilization is
sought at the state and local level, whose priorities may be quite
different (70)...the RUS represented an "outside graft" onto the
state structure, rather than an organized growth out of it...the
traditions of federal project grants...reinforce a pattern in which
the "federal projeceis seen as an activity separate from the
normal run...(69)

(3) Teams versus individuals: The case for a team is strongly voiced

4

by Zaltman and Duncan, who can think of no instance in which the extra re-

sources provided through a team do not enrich the change strategy (210-211).

The strength of teams are also noted by Nbore, et al., for different reasons.

Rather than increasing the resources available to the client, teams are seen

as providing needed support to the external agent, reducing overload and im-

proving organizational integration of dispersed members (see also Louis and

Sieber, 1979). Sebring (1979) notes that teams facilitafethe need for different

types of expertise it different stages in the change process.

While resources and peer support may be useful functions of teams, there

is a limit to the degree to which external agents should be composed of many

individuals. Unpublished data from the Study of the R&D Utilization program

suggests that teams consisting of, more than two-or three external people can

provide serious system overload for the target population. In cases where the

external change team consisted of a larger number of people, school-based
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f difficulty understanding.Practitioners tended to halt a great deal the

t-- )
you

. .

roles that eadtv of the tsiders was supposed to Play. In general, the locals

tended tosingle,out one two people to relate to, and the remaining "helpers"

attendees.vanished into a blurr of kuldifferentiated meeting r es.

many of the,client educators noted that there were major

Furthernore,

major costs of ccllabora-

tion, which were mainly borne by the local s119?ls. 'since me,tings involving

larger teams were more difficult to schedule, they were ,sometimes postponed,

or held at ..ones that were not optimal for the locals.

The

cl-

, however, suggestsZaltman and Dunca approach, that the team should be
..

agent.composed of an insider "lea, er" Evidence presented byexternaland an

Greenwood, et al. (1975), suggests that external agents are, in fact, successful

only when there is an internal change agent who supports their activities

strongly, while the single factor accounting for fiost of the-'variance in school
\

.

.

4
,

innovativeness in corwiniz study of the Teacher Corps (1973) was the quality and

\
-r personnel esonnel locatdinnovativeness'of bounder- in the Univer sity and in the local

school. Recently, researchh on OD programs in schools has suggested that OD

training may effectively proceed -1.1 a two-stage Process, where external agents

train a small number of then trainagents, who their peers (Keys and

Bartunek, 1978). The "turnkey" strategy of training has also he..2n seen to

work effectively in the individually Guided Education.transmission of I/b/E/A'_s

program from a national office lase to over thousand of local schools that

are clustered in teams led locally -based aczlitators. Moore, et al.,

1977) In many instances, tbj R&D Utilization external agent strategy has been

to work through a local "tal;,11 that is seem.as the local change agent. In some

instances, team members, or a single local person has received "change agent"

training simultaneously with th e external linker. In many cases, participation

in a:team" has created leadership there was apparently a leadership



vacuum: ,rather than Simply selecting natural leaders, the project (or the

principal) has chosen to revitalize staff participation and a sense of efficacy

through participation in a decision-making grout. In general, a preliminary

conclusion that could be drawn from the R&D Utilization data is that the

stronger the local or internal change agent/team role', the less visible the

external role. Emvever, even with a strong internal change agent, the external

agent still performs vital fUnctions in stimulating and supporting change

activities. This conclusion is also supperted by Emrich and Peterson (1977)

who find strong correlations between both the involvement of internal and

external agents and change.

(4) .Personal CharacteristicF of Agents: While there is little solid

empirical work on the personal characteristics associal-ed with effective ex-

ternal agents, there is agreement that certain attributes aredesizable. Inter-

views with linking 'acen in the National Diffusion Network produced the follo.4-.

ing list of desirable attributes: (Capla Associatas, 1977, as reported in

Cates, 1978)

being candid and' straightforward

having tolerancefor ambiguity

ability to cope with frustrations

being concLrned and supportive

triggering enthu:Aasm without going overboard

being tolerant of different viewpoinz:s

being flexible

The_list specified byZaltmen and Duncan (1977) emnhsizes the folic og:

technical qualifications

administrative ability

interpersonal relations



motivation and drive

acceptance of constraints

development of commitment

poise and backbone

political fineSse

poise and maturity

Almost every study that examines linking agents or other external roles makes

some mention of personality characteristics. Most of these are on the level

of specificity of the above two lists--e.g., they fail to distihguish

characteristics that are particularly desirable in an educational consultant

or extension agent from those that might be desired of anyone in a relatively

important human services profession. In this instance, therefore, the.only

conclusion is that the avowed importance of the topic has not led to sound

rc.search.

Perhaps more importantly,' observations made of turnover of linking agents

in the context of the R&D Utilization program suggest that the important per-

sonality characteristics may be contingent upon the setting. In two cases of

turnover which occurred after the first agent had been on the job for a year,

some of the schools perceived the new, replacement agent to be an improvement,

while others perceived the old agent to be preferable. In both cases, there

were distinct differences in the personality styles of the agents, and in their

skills and experience. In addition, most agents admit that there are schools

that they like working with, and others that they do not care for. The mystery

of what makes one 'external agent effective in a school, wpereas another might

be ridden out on:a rail may be as difficult to solve as determining the reason

why some marriages work and others do not. As with marriage counseling, craft

rather than research knowledge may be the most valuable.
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Research on other extrinsic status characteristics such as educational

background, age, race, or sex is very limited; at least in educational

settings. Qualitative observations by this author of the work of more'than a

dozen linking agents suggests that these variables play only a limited, if

any-, part in explaining external agent behaviors or effectiveness. In addition,

evidence from noneducational studies is mixed, except as it refers to homophily

(Rogers and Shoemaker, 1971). Forthcoming analysis of the 50 external agents

in the R&D utilization program will provide data on the significance of all

the above status indicators except racial or ethnic background. Currently,

too few external agents are drawn from minority groups to provide a basis for

such an analysis.

Agent Behaviors: Strategies in Support of School, Improvement

A number of authors have argued for a contingency. approach to understanding

the relationship between change strategies and change outcomes in different

contexts (see Sieber, et al., 1972; Louis and Sieber, 1979; Hood.and dates,

1978). As Hood and Cates tate:

...it seems likely that a contingency theory of educational linking
agentry will eventually emerge simply because it will accomplish two
things: firsti it will make better sense out of otherwise inconsistent
research and evaluation findings; and second, it will provide practical
guidance to planners and managers who need to resolve discrepancies
between plans and results...(p. 74)(

A contingency.approach is only useful, however, if it has enough categories

to make it reflect reality, and few enough to develop a theory that is

sufficiently succinct to make it useable.

A recent attempt to generate a contingency model for choosing chahge

tactics 'illustrates one half.of the dilemma of choosing between the Sdylla

of.theoretical parsimoney and the Charybdis of messy reality. ,Zaltman,

Florio and Sikorski. 0977) have attempted to develop a matrix that would

allow the potential change agent to evaluate 39 intervention tactics in terms
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of 16 "evaluative dimensions." (pp. 92-121) The resultant 634 cell matrix

cannot be used without referring extensively to thetext, in which the con-
,

tingencies that would impell the change agent to emphasize one or another

"evaluative dimension" more heavily are laid out. While this table might be

of some use to an external agent seeking to improve his/her choice of tactics,

there is'little basis for developing a mere refined theory of interventions.

A Much more limited approach has been developed by Litwak and Meyer

i

(1965).

These authors emphasize that choices of strategies should be conditione d by

the distance between the organization and the group to be reached (which is

defined very similarly to the concept of homogeneity), the complexity of the

message to be transmitted, and,the number of people in the target group.

'Strategies for outreach programs may be rated along a number of dimensions rele-

vant to meeting these needs: initiative, or the amount of effort needed to

reach the target population, intensity, or'the degree to which the relationship

between the external agent and the target population approximates a primary

group-like relationship; expertise, or the technical qualifications .that are

required to transmit the message, and scope, or the number of people that can

be reached at a given cost. These sets of dimensions have been used success-

fully to explain and analyze the outcomes of the external agent efforts in the

Pilot Statelaissemination Project (Louis, 1975; Louis and Sieber, 1979).

Moving back to Zaltman, Florio and Sikorski (1977), it seems appw.nt

that one of the reasons why the author's discussion of change agent tactics

appears more like a laundry list than a useful tool for develqping researchable

questions about external roles is that the underlying rationale for choice of

tactics is unclear. The authors assume that the external agent will choose a

set of tactics, and then determine whether they will meet the change needs:

The change planner :should be aware of how his unique array of tactics
can be rated, and what this implies. (p. 98)
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This apOroach--planr i the tactical level up--runs counter to any model

of rational plannih,, ho\de.ve-. If one picks up two tools at random, it is not

likely that they Will. be the: appropriate ones to make a garden; if the objective

is to make the garden, the appropriate tools should be determined and selected.

The recent work'of Hall, Zigarmi and Hord (1979) has attempted to

develop an empirically based taxonomy of intervention levels.* Five different

levels of .conscious interventions wee identified:

Policies: "a policy-is rule or guideline that reflects, directs
and legitimizes goals, procedures, decisions -,and actions of-the
organization and individuals within the organization." (p. 10)**

Game Plan. *: A'game plari is the overall design for the inter-
ventions that are taken to implement the innovation. The com-
bination of all of the major components of the innovation
implementation effort make up the game plan." (p. 10)

The change tactics identified by.Zaltman, Florio and Sikorski can, in fact, be

classified as elements of a game plan. These are:

information/linkage

product development

-user involvement

training/installation/support

level

A complete game.pla could, of course, include any combination of the.above.
Cr;

Strategy: "A.strategy...is based on a set of implicit and /or
explicit assumptions .and theory about how people and organiza-
tions function in change. It translates assumptions and theory
into actions." (p. 11)

*This work based on extensive Observational data collected in a single
junior high,schodl-ewhich, as part of a Teacher Corps project was attempting
to implement a complex innovation with the assistance of an external facili-
tator.

**The significance of organizational policies is that they condition all
choices about interventions that are made, but cannot themselves be easily
manipulated by most external or internal actors. Presumably, then, the
effecting of change through policy interventions would approximate a
"power model" intervention.
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Strategies may be best thought of as choices about the level of the initiative?

intensity, expertise and scope as they might.te applied to any element of the

game plan. In addition, the dimensions for evaluating tactics included in

Zaltman, Florio and Sikorski can, with some regrouping, effectiVely be viewed

as part of the strategies level.* Figure II presents a modification of Litwak

and Meyer's strategy dimensions and arrays the Zaltman, et al. evaluation

dimensions against them.

Tactics: "A tactic is an aggregation of incident interventions
that in'combination have an effect that is different from the

effects of the individual incidents." (P. 12)

Hall, et al., note that, bas" on their empirical work, it is clear that the

strategies of change agent often emerge as a poorly defined extrapolation of

an accumulation of tactics. However, when this is the case "the resultant

strategy may not necessarily be coherent and supportive of the charge effort.

All that can be predicted in advance is that there is, likely to be some

explicit or implicit design of interrelationship across many tactics.:.(p. 12).

Incidents: A singular occurance of an action or event. It

is the smallest intervention unit. (p. 12)

Zigarmi and Goldstein (1979) note that, in the.Change process that they

,studied, it was impossible to understand the higher level interventions

without analyzing patterns of incidents.

*
.

The strategies that are defined by Zaltman, Florio and Sikorski are, in
fact, not strategies but general'iodels of change processes. The authors of-
that volume use the term-model and strategy interchangeably: This author,

however, feels .that a distinction ehould,be made between them.
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-A4% polls10.4i.RNAL AGENTS IN

FA O 'vkzING ScOOOL IMPROVEMENT.

Strategies 1.,,rek . Strategies II

(adapted frt
a

(adapted from Zaltman, Florio

and.:Meyer, 196V and Sikorski, 1977)*

Initiative

Intensity:

Outreach intensity

Client intensity/1ov", ht'
4

Expertise

Scope/Cost

Activity

redundancy of messages

....--- .

,
.

personal contact
feedback/interaction
follow-up

Immediacy (implementation feed-
back, timing of)
time required.
user convenience

.

ease of use (for the external
:agent)

'--------x-
.

,

'repeatability
coverage
stability

A'°
Two of the Zaltman, skor0,0- dimensions could not be classified.

as Strategies in thig f?0:Oth. These were (1) action implications--
this could be viewci, moth 4Z;ctively ae a game plan, since it refers to

the degree to which shdelZa logg rsTe goals for the system will bespro-

grammed by an extervAl toak'; (2):m9.--this could be better classified

as a tactic, since it of t.i!rktly refers to the presence or absence of

"hands on" experiehde f'' tient group,



The point of the above discussion is, in fact, simpler than it may appear:

if one wishes to generate an effective contingency model' for external helping

rdles, it is almost imperative to start at the strategy level, as strategies

are defined by Hall, et al.

to serve as a basis for any

is too abstract to meet the

activities. It

The level of tactics is too discrete and "messy"

applied th'eory, while the game plan dimension

needs of those who are engaging in external helping

is to a more extensive_ discussion of these strategies, as

they are embodied in the left hand column of Figure II, that the remainder

of this section will turn.

(1) Initiative: The dimension of initiative refers to the amount of energy

and'effort that the external agent need's to use in order to effectively reach

the client or target group. The choice of initiative level is, in part, a

policy decision as well as a strategy, for certain types'of choices in organi-

zational design will either permit high initiative'ovimpede it. Thus, for

example, individual extension agents, suCL as those deployed by the Pilot State

Dissemination Project, have the opportunities to engage in high initiative

activities, for the_scope of their potential Client base was not excessive (in

most cases), and they were encouraged to visit schools personally by their

organizational locus and position. As Rogers, et al. (1976), point out, the

Research Utilization Specialist program discouraged high initiative efforts,

since single RUS was assigned to serve all vocational rehabilitation agencies

in an entire state. In addition, Some external agents are designed expliCitly

to draw potehtial clients in, rather than to utilize outreach tactics (see

c

alter and Hull; 1976; Butler and Paisley, 1975).
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However, within a given type of organizational design, there are many

choices that individual agents may make. There is overwhelming evidence, to

suggest that, in most cases, high initiative_(face-to-face, redundant) tactics

will La required to stimulate wide interest in a new service that may be offered

by an external agent. The level of initiative required to stimulate potential

user's interest in research is particularly high, in part because of the poor

-image tHet research tends to have in the practitioner community (see, for

example, Schmuck, 1968 and Muthard and Crocker, 1975). Thus, for example, the

original agrits in the Pilot State'Dissemination Program were required to en-
,

gage in individual meetings with teachers and administrators at the school

level before they could stimulate any interest at all in using the information

retrieval system setup in this program.

Information that does not wear the Scarlet R for research may require

somewhat iower'initiative. 'While the outreach activities described by Emrick,

and Peterson (1977) are highly redundant, they do not involve the one-on-one

sessions that were required to persuade the user that ERIC could be useful.

Rather, high levels of interest were stimulated by group meetings (conferencing),

a technique that did not work effectively in the PSDP.

Another way of interpreting the apparent differences between the amount

of initiative required to involve clients in the NON and pilot state programs

relates to the:functions of knowledge use supported by the program. The PSDP

implicitely served all three of the functions that have been identified in this

paper, while the NDN program supports only instrumental/decisionistic knowledge

use. In the latter case client self selection can be simpler: s/he needs

only to ask Whether there is any decision.that nee to be made which matches

the "knowledge bases' offered by. the NDN prOject. Convincing a client that
1

.

information will enlightF or build their capacity.foffuture decisidp-making
,

may require more persuasion.
'1



Other data suggest that time will'reduce the amount of initiative neces-

sary to reach the typical practitioner or school. Foi example, I/D/E/A

initially relied on intensive techniques and existing professional contacts

with innovative administrators to "spread the word." As the IGE approach

became more well known, and well respected in the field of education, the

central office no longer feels it necessary to engage in any direct recruit-

ient at all. Instead, they rely on a network of local facilitators to stimulate

local involvement. While the approach is still intensive as, say, compared to

an approach that relied on mailed brochures, legitimacy and widespread

familiarity of educators have allowed for this less intensive approach. (Moore,

et al., 1977.) II

Little or no research has been done on the amount of initiative necessary

to encourage educators or educational)institutions to become involved in

knowledge utilization where the knowledge is internally generated. We suspect

that, because the use of external experts is these roles has been relatively

limited in schools, initial levels. required would be high. Again, such

knowledge is not seen as a precious commodity for schools at this time.

A final point is that, while the level of initiative required to stimu7

late clients is related to both the research/craft dimension, and the dimension

of time/familiarity, it will inevitably be influenced also by the charallikistics

of individual clients or client schools. The ever-popular S-shaped diffusion

curve (Rogers and Shoemaker, 1971, pp. 128-132) will, in all probability, Aever.

'apply to the utilization of external agents for knowledge diffusion, becaus

use of knowledge'is-qh on- goring process, while adoption is a single time event.

ThlreN, some schools will initiate contact with external agents, and creatively
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think of all sorts of reasons to use him/her repeatedly for enlightenment or

capacity building purposes as well as to making pressing decisions. Others

may come to the fountain of knowledge ,very late, and drink rarely. If(the

external agent's goals are to influence the laggards as well as the innovators,

some high levels of initiative will always be required. Sieber, et al. (1972)

have suggested that linking agents may adjust the levels of initiative, and

engage in delegation of activities to internal change agents, in many cases

where it is apparent that face-to-face contact and redundancy are not required.

-'
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Intensity

Intensity refers to the degree to which the external'agent is involved

in a long-term relationship with the cliefi , and one which involves a great

deal of his/her tiro. Thu:,, there are two dimensions along whichOutreach

intensity must be examined: calendar time and absolute time. Most research

on intensity has focused on absolute rather than calendar time. Louis and,

Sieber (1979) and Louis (1976), for example, found a significant positive

correlation between the amount of time that the external extension agent

spent with clients and the level of use of the information. Runkel and

Bell's (1976) findings suggest that, in the case of OD training, a low level

of intensity is worse than no traifiing.at all: schools actually decreased

their scores.on all outcomes measures with three days or less of training.*

Rogers and Shoemaker (1971) also conclude that "change agent success is

'positively related to the extent of change agent effort" (p. 233).. While most

of the studies cited by Rogers and Shoemaker'do not measure either types of
' .'

time involvement,. thOse that do measure time apparently corroborate our hypo-
.

'thesis.

We shodld notlignore, however, the existence of'several critical negative

findings in this area.'Berman and McLaughlin (1977), for example, found no

-strong,correlation.between the amount of training received and a variety of

implementation measures. Pre-implementation training had small positive effects

on the total change perceived by the teacher, and on the continuation of

project methods. In addition, quantity of follow-up training after the first

year of implementation was positive related to continuation of project materials.

This finding points to an obvious, but often overlooked policy issue in
external intervention. Interventions do not have only positive or null effects:
they can actually leave the system worse of than, before. (Sieber, L978)



However, while these correlations are all significant at the .10 4vel, they

are so small and so few in number compared to the insignificant correlations

between time and outcomes that we ca9/Substantially conclude that there was

little impact. (See Berma_ d McLaughlin, p: 107.) More importantly, the
4

presence of outside consultants (as perceived by the teachers--a measure

which probably substantially underestimates consultant roles in the project)

was not related to outcomes at all.*

Miles, et al. (1978) a more exploratory study of OD in schools exhibits

findings that contradict those of Berman and McLaughlin. These author's

report, based on a survey of 76 schools using OD, that the intensity of

external consultant involvement (number of days spent by external consultants)

is signifidantly, positively related to the impact of the OD program, as is

the length of the OD program measured in years. Both of these factors are

also strongly associated with positive attitudes toward the OD effort. Intense

involvement by external consultants is, however, negatively related to insti-
.

tutionalization of the OD change prograMs in schools. There is, furthermore,

sane evidence from this study to suggest i.x.s./1 some external consultant intensity

may facilitate knowledge use = d change, in some instances, while in other

cases it does not. The-use of structured, pre-packaged training activities

were negatively related to OD,impact, as was a lack of content orientation

in the OD program. It is not unreasonable to conclude from these

*It should be pointed out that the measures used in this part of the
Berman and McLaughlin study are somewhat weak given our objective in this
paper. The measure of external consultant presence is obtained from teachers
on a five point scale. Given the lapsed-time since the commencement of the
project, this may be viewed as unreliab e. In addition, while we may assume
that much of the training was, at least directly, influenced by external
consultants, we have no way of knowing f r sure.

5
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findings that consultants may fail to Promote effective knowledge use and

change when they are physic4ily remote from the districts that they serve,

and when they come to the district with an agenda and a method for interven-

tion that is highly structured.* In addition,

(1977:90) also suggest similar interPreations,

presented

nt analysis of

data

a

in Ewrick

linker training in the RDU grogram (Spencer and L°tlis, 1980).

variety of different research

A recent study, which

f:

attempt's t° 1Cok at intervention intensity

n settings represented by journal 4rticles, und

that neither type of intensity (calendar time'end absolute time) was positively

related to study outcomes. _ (porras, 1979) while the author states that the

methodology of a study usil, eecondarY sources is necessarily crude, one cannot

ignore the fact that one of the few significant findirige indicates that less

OD, rather than more, may be related to positive outcomes (p. 169). The

author's conclusion regardiug
4

this finding is as follows:

It may be that this outcome reflects the degree 6f understanding that,
Op practitioners have about change processes in organizations. Not

enough is known about theee'processes and as a result only certain
levels of change are achieved and any extra energy poured into the
intervention is dissipated-in ways that do nos contribute to addi-
tional change. As a result a,Mittle and 3 "lot,. of input yield the
same outcomes. (176)

k

The author fails to consider, however, that client characteristics, and the

nature of the Attended change account for this finding: small amounts of ea_

ternal intervention may have large impacts in an organization that exhibits a

*It should be pointed however, that there are some problnifts with

interpreting, the analyses this study, due to the large number
of variables (20) entered into the re grepsion equations, and the small,

presented

of cases. In additiot, a personal communication from Dr. Matthew
Miles indicates'that zero order coorelations show a positive association,.
between the use of training, materials and impacts, and that he does not,
therefore, support the. interpretations presented hire. .
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high state of, "readiness," while larger amounts may have lesser impact in one

that is not ready to go, or is more complex.

In addition to the question of client characteristics as a factor mediating

intensity, some data exists to support the notion that "froht end" (early stage

in the information utilization process) time and "back end" time have different

'consequences. The data from the Pilot State Project indicates that "back end"

time is more significant in determining whether information will actually be

used in an immediate way (Louis and Sieber, 1979). In other words, if the

objectiN4e of the K-U process is decisionistic, back-end external assistance

is clearly critical. Data from the R&D Utilization project indicates, however,

that if the objective is capacity building, that front-end time is most criti-

cal, for-it is during this period when the teachers and administrators are most

open to extensive discussion of process, group dynamics, and so forth. When

educatore are actually faced with a new program to_implementi-their attention

turns very strongly toward the mechanics of actual use. (See Hall, et al.,

1973) While there are no studies that examine the "enlightenment" process in

any,detail, it is prob.ibly most closely related to the'adult socialization.

process, which is, according to many, most easily facilitated by a constant

(but not necessarily very intense) relationship with the socializing agent in

a context where there are many peers undergoing a similar learning experience

(Wheeler, 1966).

*
See Rosenblum and Louis for a discussion of the impact of "readiness" on

organizational change. Note that the Northwest Reading ConsOrtium R&D Utili-

zation Project has developed a " readiness" checklist for schools based on

external agent experiences in over 30 schools. This checklist will soon be

available from The Network, which iecompiling a sourcebook of the products

produced by the seven R&D utilization projects.
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Agent Expertise.

It is often assumed that the knowledge utilization process:requires

externafagents who are experts or specialist. Thus, educational administra-

tive structures at local state levels are increasingly characterized by the

proliferation of specialist roles that are designed as vehidles through

which information services and assistance are deliveredto,schdols. The need

for expertise is reinforced by the. Agricultural EXtension model, which is based

on a cadre of county agents with-specialized bachelor's degrees, and by the OD

movement, which is dominated by individuals who have either university or

National Training Laboratories backgrounds. Zaltman and Duncan,--for example,

place enormous emphasis on the need for technical expertise:

Perhaps the single most necessary trait the change agent team leader
must possess is technical competence...Dangers exist in'bringinqa
person in from an unrelated...field. Alternatively, there may be
dangers inherent in selected a generalist without. the indepth expertise
that may be required occasionally:...So-called "paper" credentials are
-sometimes important for establishing credibility. thus, it may be
important for change agents to hold academic degrees, have occupational
titles suggesting authority and expertise, and so forth (pp 190-191).

The evidence supporting the need for technical expertise is, however, mixed.

First, there is an increasing tendency to discriminate between different types

of expertise. Louis (1975) and Spencer and Louis (1979), for example, distinguish

between process expertise and content expertise. The content expert is one who

is a specialist in a discipline or information-based subject matter relevant

tO alcnOwledge transfer/change activity. A process expert,.on the other hand,

is one who is trained in specific skills related to group dynamics, institution

building, and problem solving. Scattered data indicate that different types of

expertise may be most potent at different stages of the change process. Kaplan,

(1978) distinguishes between client needs in the."Normative Stage" of a change

activity, in which the emphasis is upon the.human relationships in the organize-

tional setting, and the "Performance Stage" where attention is turned toward
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specific task-related actiiv Lie:. Sebring (1979) suggests that the most effec-

tive way to deal with thi. shift is.to use an interdisciplinary consultant team,

which combines an expert in interpersonal relations with another more expert

in the arena most related to the task that is to be accomplished. The strategy

of a team which focuses ((technical expertise on the "back end" (or implementation/

change activity) is institutionalized quite effectively, according to Emrick,

in the design of the NDN program. While neither the State Facilitator nor the

Developer/Demonstrator are typically experts in the sense.suggested by Zaltiitan

and Duncan", the former focuses primarily on providing long-term nurturance and

the latter on specific task related training in the cases of greatest effective-

ness (Emrick, 1979). Crandall's work (1977) implies, on the other hand,.that

the "front end-process" and "back end-content" distinction may be overly sim-

plistic, and that different mixes at each stage may be mon opropriate.

Some questions may be raised, howe-ver, abodt whether there is a need

for specialized expertise, at least in many instances, at all. Thus, for

example, the most significant inside change agents identified in the Miles,.et

al (1978) study were largely untrained and non - professional. The%;eactiviti-As.

contributed,'however, in significant positive ways to the success of OD proglams

in schools (p. 50). Similarly, Louis (1975) fpund that untrained "generalist"

educational linking agents had as much impact upon client use of materials as did

'specialists from the State Education Agency or local universities. Litwak and

Meyer (1966) argue that there is a need for content expertise where the knowledge
t

utilization involves complex, technical information, but that in many cases a gen-

eralist is preferable in order to maximize homogeneity of statuses. Ad hoc observa-

tions from the study of the R&D UtilizatiOn'program suggest that those linking

agents who were either content or process experts (in.terms of prior training)

had no greater impact uponclients than those who were generalists. In at

least one case, a inking agent felt that her subject matter training (content
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expertise) interfered with guiding her client schools' through an effective

,,problem solving process, since they kept expecting her to "cut through the

red tape" and produce a solution for them.

The issue of expertise is a critical one, not beCause the available

data uniformly suggest that expertise in an important feature of the external,

agent strategy, but because it is a significant design, issue in the development

of external agent roles in educatidnal settings. Currently, considerable effort

is devoted to questions of how and what training should be provided to educa-

tional extension or change agents (See, for example, HavelOck and Haelock,

1973;, Butler and Paisley, 1978; Jung, 1976). Despite the concern about pro-

viding training to educational linking agents, most training in current federally

funded programs does not emphasize the development of new :kills, and draws upon

a very narrow set of training approaches and resources (Spencer, et al., forth-

coming). It is unlikely that major advances in the improvement of training. can

be made until (1) it is determined, that certain,types of'expertise are, indeed,

necessary to improve external agent impacts; and (2) whether the types of

expertise that are important can be provided through the training events that are

currently sponsored. In sum, the existing information related to expertiSe is

nearly as primitive as that related -6) personal characteristics of agents (see

agove, p ). Until these two issues are more finely described, the broader

design dilemma of,selecting the appropriate individuals to do the task versus

socializing recruits with very different characteristics and backgrounds cannot

be adequately addressed.

Most significant to the development of a research agenda on expertise
A

is the need to define terms more precisely. In particular, it seems necessary

to begin'by distinguishing between expertise (that which must be acquired by

training) and skill (that which may be either inherent in certain adult indiv-

iduals or which is most effectively learned by "doing"). Furthermore, in the

arena of training, we should discrithinate between extensive training (degree

progiams or courses) versus learned through briefer orientation-type training



(PETqAproducts). In a society of increasing credentialism it is tempting,

for example, to equate the external agent's ability to know when and how
-

to intervene in a client's group dcision making process (process skill) with

the ability to design, administer and interpret survey-feedback activities

(process expertise). The level of training needed to support the latter is far

greater, however, than for the fOrmer. Similarly, there are significant diffL-

erehces between a level of technical knowledge that will allow the individual

to bring research results to be in designing new educational program (content

expertise) versus that which will allow the agent to locate appropriate resources

and to interpret and evaluate written information in the area (content skill).

To the degree that we require content or process'expertise in the external
.

.

agent, existing selection strategies which ,rely heavily on "retooling" existing

populations of teachers and administraters to beCome facilitators or RDU

linking agents is misguided and inefficient: we should be designing degree

courses, r,M investing in specialized certificate programs. However, if skills

are what is needed training strategies which focus on increasing the "bag

of tricks" available to the agent may be -most appropriate.

Whileexisting evidence suggests, that the development of skills .

through-orientation type training may suffice, further' exploration is needed

prior.to heavy investment in training programs.

Referring back to Chart I (p. 2.1), we may hypothesize,, hat technical/

content expertise is needed primarily In situations where.(1)'research know-
,

ledge is being generated inside the system, and there are no "experts"

internally who can carry out the research design and analysis tasks; or (2)

where externally generated research knowledge is being used for enlightzament

or capacity building. We may assume for example, that'research knowledge th.at

is intended for decisionistic use can be packaged in formats which do not

require the face -to -face presence of an individual who is ale to
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synthesize and interpret the findirigs (although appropriate decision and sound

implementation may require t support of generalists). Where there is a need

to internalize research findings, in addition to recommended action steps that

may result from them, however, the generalist knowledge that a typical

educational extension agent brings may be insufficient.

Similarly, we hypothesize that the presence of trained process
NN,

experts is more likely tole cricical in cases' Where there is a genuine commit-
.'

went to use information for capacity building; irrespective of the source of the

knowledge. By definition, %nouledge use for capacity building ,involves major

system .;hanges and readjustments, which should be enhanced through process consul-'

tatidn. Enlightenment' functions would, ;?resumabiy, benefit little through the

application of process expertise, while in most cases the process expertise of,

a skilled generalist may'Suffir.e to assist the Orgaili7ation in moving toward an

appropriate system decision.

Mn sum, there is no reason to anticipate that expertise (as opposed

to skill) is needed in the majority sf knowledge - utilization contexts. it

is,houever, criti.cal to isolate those Where it 3.s needed, and to determine

a

their frequency, and the types of expertise that are most appropriate.

Furthermore, sk'illeci,generzlists should be trained (as are family praCtitioners

in the medical -field) to recognize knowidge'utilization settings which requires

expertise beyond that ehich they czn provide.

cope/Cost

Scope of Agent services refers to the number of clients that can be

managed at any given time by tl.e external agent. .A number of comments may be

proffered as to the ways in which issues of scope are managed by existing agencies

and agents. 'These are uniformly based on data that is primarily judgemental,

however: no studies addressing the issue of the costs and benefits of different

revels 0f scope exist, nor is much attention paid tc the impact of increasing
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or decreasing the scope otactivities of individual agents.* This lack

of attention is particularly surprising since it is,the key to the development

of policies that are justifiable to congressional appropriations committees

or other funding sources.

Louis (1975) points out that, in the context of the Pilot. State

Dissemination Program, scope and intensity were negatively related to one

another. Since high initiative and front-end activities were necessary to

maintain high levels of clients served, increasing scope was associated with

decreasing follow-up activities (in the caSe of the PSDP, follow-up activities

-occurred after the delivery of information to a client, and ususally prior

to implementation of any change based on the information).

Data from the NDN study ( 1977) tends to indicate that there is

a negative relationship between high scope on the part of Facilitators, and out-
.,

come measures. High volume outreach activities tend to generate a client

response that makes follow-up activities erratic or non-existent (p. 61).

Follow-up activities, on the other hand, are viewed as critical to successful

implementation (122).
.

The question is what is "large scope" versus "small scope",is.

highly relative, hoWever. In the Pilot State'project, a high scope linking

agent may have served 1015 new clients per month, not including follow-up

activities on previous:clients. In the R&D Utilization project, on the other,

hand, the number of schools for full time linking agents over a three year

period ranged from a low of.three to a high of 12. While the.RDU program

looks very low in scope compared to the PSDP, or the NDN (where a given

Facilitator Project tends to.serve between three and 25 new adoptions at the

district level each year), it is high compared to a typical successful

school district OD program, which may involve an external tonsuItant'(or a

consultant who is hired full time as a OD consultant) for half or Full ti:ae

work over a period of several years so that the N per year is effective.



than one.

Othemoprograms have different guidelines. For example, the IGE
1

program has a rough guideline that each Facilitator should expect to work

with approximately 5-8 new schools each year (Moore, et al, p. 209), while

other technical assistance groups, such as the Center for New Schools, and

the Creative Teaching Workshop,maintain much higher)rations of staff to

units served (Moore, et al, 1978). Similarly, Follow-Through Sponsors

recommend that a single staff member devote most of his/her time to .,a single

site (St. Pierre, et al,. Forthcoming).

To summarize the discussion so far, one conclusion should be apparent:

*-7>
there is no clear guideline about scope that can be extrapolated from existing

practice. Each organization pzbviding assistance tends to believe that their

own preferred scope is the appropriate one: more would mean overload and

poor service, less would be wasteful.

Sone of the factors that might be considered in determining a research

agenda to examine issues of scope are:

The unit on which scope is measured (individual, school or district)
In most cases, the unit of service is the information request or the
adoption, and little,attention is paid to tie scope at the user level.
Clearly the demands on-an external agent willbe greater where the
client is a complex multi-level school district, as -posedto an
individual teacher; however; providing considerable face-to-face
service to all teachers in, a school should be differentiated from
consulting with one administrator;

The importance of fidelity. Where the fidelity of a knowledge.
transfer process is critical, greater effort may be required for
training, support, monitoring and evaluation;

o The degree to which the kndwledge utilization process involves
simple transfer versus the generation of,new'knowledge. Many'
technical assistance organizations, such as Follow-Through, or
those described by,Moore et al,lare committed to generating
improved knowledge for or by their clients,'as well as providing
immediate kkowledge services. This committment inevitably depresses
scope.

The presence and level of activity of formally designated internal
agents. Miles, et all (1978) for example, note that most of the
work in a typical school .OD effort is handled by an internal agent
rather than an external consultant. The formal internal agent.
role should, however, be. differentiated from general level of effort
in the client unit.
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The presence or absenceof clear incentives to support increased
scope versus initiative or intensity. In some instances, it is
important to address the existence of powerful environmental
conditions which promote quantity over quality of service. In

addition, choice of scope may be tied to the agency or agent
emphasis upon decisionistic, enlightenment or capacity building

objectives..
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AGENTS AND AGENCIES: THE NEED FOR A BROADER VIEW.

A final limitation of most definitions of -external agents is that they

almost invariably assume, that the external agent is an individual disembodied

from, organizational context. The origins of this assumption are unclear, al

though again it shoUld-le pointed out that the common perception of the. agri

cultural. extension agent is as an individual roaming the,prairies in a buck-
_

board. The notion of external agent as individual is bolstered by much of

the literature add organization development which. has been generated largely

by_university professors who do.this research at consultants in their spare

time and not from a base of organizational power. This general bias hadled

to a situation where definitions of linking or change agent or other external

roles tend to ignore the roles'that are played by organizational entities.

Those studies that have looked at the role of organizations as external

agents tend to be less frequently cited than those, which look at individuals.

(See, for example, Moore et al., 1978; and Katter and Hull, 1976.) Many

articles which attempt to define the, external agent role make a:brief obei-

Aance to the role of agencies as well as agents. (See, for example, Havelock,

1969; and Glaser, 1977.) But the theme of agencies is rarely well developed.

This fact has hampered the'development of both theories and research of inter-
.

vention'which involve multi le rather than single actors on the external agent

team. Current research projects addressing the of organizational

networks for knowledge utilization may begin to fill this gap. These are

being carried out under funding by NIE, and an intendedto examine the ways in

which three different types of organizations (Intermediate Service Agencies,

develop, networking relationships with schools in otder to facilitate knowledge

use.
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,. A recent paper by Clarkand Latt8 (1978' considers the Nnctions of the

University in the knowledge transfer system. While the data upon which the

discussion is based is limited*, there is strong reason to consider that

universities are major contributor to outreach activities in support of

knowledge utilization.

In many cases, university involvement is probably a consequence of

ad hoc consulting activities developed by individual professors, and do not

represent any institutional cemmittment. Havelock (1977) has commented, for

example, that n one state the professors at local ilniverS"ities presented a

barrier to a systematic development of information networks: Each professor

strove to establish special consulting arrangem ts with districts-as a means

of increasing their salary and research opportunities, and they did not look.

fecrorably upon new institutional comMitmonts that would.alter these arrangements.

In many other eases, however, universities have taken on institutional

cemmittments to act as change agents in local schools." The Teacher Corps

program is:one of the most well known examples, but our only information about

the success with which they have played their role dates. from the early phases

of program implementation (Corwin,1972). -(Later program efforts have

attempted to address some of"the weaknesses identified in Corwin's evaluation.)

Conventional wisdom' suggests that the image of the university. as

provider of external assiztance for knowledge utilization is very mixed. Many,.

for example, cite the "gap" bitween the way ill which practitioners and academies

view the world (SOhmuok, 468) as a factor which limits the usefulness of

university designed efforts to assist schools. It may be suggested that.this

*
The data is
categories.

based n self reports of K.U. activities using very gross
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tarnished image is due to the fact that universities are better equipped to

provide assistance in enlightenment functions or capacity building functions

(if there is substantial expertise in OD) but that they are, frequently less well

equipped to carry out the knowledge transfer required to support good decisions

about programzaing or structure.

An examination of the ways iii which different organizational units that

are currently involVed in K.U. functions in schools may have specialized,

either Uri a particular cell in Figure I, or in a particular K.U. function seems

a fruitful place to begin. Mapping current activities can and should be related

to other aspects of organizational capacity (the ,'ork of NTS (1979) in .

measuring capacity can be taken as a model from which to star). In addition

to taking the potential provider as a unit of' analysis, the role of organizatiOn_

as external assistants should ..lso.be examined from the comparative perspective

that can only be provided by :71sumer system. 's,case studies and/or surveys

of different distict experiences with external agencies of different types

would be very useful in this regard.

Cnr of the critical questions that deserves greater attention is posed

by Moore, et al (1978): What are the characteristics that are associated. with

agency "success." On the basis of six case studies of exemplary outreach

technical assistance groups, Moore and his colleagues isolated a large number

of factors which they felt were associated with smooth internal functioning

and a reputation for client impacts. Their sample, however, was limitedanly

to independent agencies with a "messianic." set of objectives, e.g., in

Katter and Mule's (197 ) terminology, they were all simultaneously nigh on

their product and audience orientation. No similar research has been conducted

on the more common forms. of agencies that provide direct information services

to schools, or on agencies which carry a less specialized set of objectives, or

which may carry direct ice goals as only part of their general mission.
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SUMMARY: A RESEARCH AGENDA ON THE
ROLg'OF EXTERNAL AGENTS IN KNOWLEDGE UTILIZATION

The debate between supporters and opponentsof external roles in facili-

tating knowledge utilization in schools is broader than the question of whether
I

or not they have an impact. Those who argue infavor of an external

role would claim that government policies which foster the proliferation of

programs, studies and knowledge, as well as technological information systems

to make this knowledge accessible, are f6olish in the.absence of systems that

will encourage the transmission of knowledge to potential users. Opponents,

-

cn the other hand, argue that the matsWairreturns in terms of improveA

schooling from the.use of external agents and existing knowledge resources out

weigh the investment.needed'to build a system thot might have an impact, External'
V

technidal assistance, it is argued, is too costly to implement'on a large scale

and it is, therefore more practical to bolster a "do-it-yourself" approach

to school improvement. Otherd point out that there is little evidence to

gest that we really know how different curricular teaching approaches and

classroom organizations affect educational outcomes and that until we have such

evidence, designing,' implemehting,.and supporting an extension to system promote

change is an inappropriate use of resources. Like most policy debated, this

one is unlikely to be fully resolved by the incremental accumulation of sound

research results. Nevertheless, it'is clear that an appropriate research

agenda (which would include improved conceptualizations .of the problem, in

addition to collecting empirical data), could impr've immeasurably the groungd

upon which the debate is held. In particular, one occasionally gets the feeling

in reading literature on school change processes that the writers Are, in fact,

discussing entirely different phenomena. The problem of lack-of congruence

in the imagery which is applied to the external role is particularly problematic.
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The above discussion has pointed to many specific gaps in our knowledge

about the roles of external agents in the knowledge utilization process in

educational settings. These remarks have ranged from very specific hypotheses

that might be addressed in fUture research, to more general statements about

the inadequacy of existing information or theory iebroad areas. In the

.following section, the objective is to summarize the brbader tesearch issuelel

First, the overall thrust of the discussion has pointed tbthe serious

lack of theoretical framewors in which the study of external roles might be

located. It has beenproposed that one of the major gaps is the lack,of attention

that have been railed.
-

to the functions of knowledge use for educators, and the different types of
k

knowledge that exist to be used. This papek has proposed a framework for identi-
:

'fying critical types and.functions, and has attempted to ,sholi throughout how the

framework (presented in Figure I) is applicable to current research and future

research questions.

One of.the main deficiencieS of existing research is the emphasis upon

a single function of knowledge use (instrumental de9isionistic)and a single

type of knowledge (externally generated research information). While scattered,'

research efforts exist in other' cells, they are either outside of the mainstream

t
of educational knowledge use research, or only marginally related to education.

This situation willchange quite rapidly, as current research projects at NIE

have and will continue to address use of other types of knowledge. HoweVer,
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current research interests in the ways in which district use internally generated

research information are, in many ways, even less well integrated with a broader

frame of inquiry on knowledge use in schools. Research an district use of

evaluation information also tends to ignore the role of external actors, and to

be 9nrelated to existing knowledge about the role of consultants and change

agents in knowledge utilization procees

The limited context of knowledge use research 11_5' placed equal limitations

on the'research aboUt the role of external agents. Most inquiry has viewed the

external agent largely within the context of the "technological push" framework,

where schools are seen as adopters of better research products whose topics are

'defined according to a federal agenda rather than as participants in the process

of determining what types of information would be useful. It is clear that any

research agenda in this area must address this major gap.

One of the derived research gaps, which was discussed on pp. 27-29,

is'the lack of any good research on what schools and educators want in the way

of knowledge and assistance in knowledge use. A simple needS assessment approach

would, in all probability, be an inadequate way of approaching this question:.

'what is needed is some better synthesis of ,:listing valued. uses of external

agents,. coupled with a projective, exploratz7 inquiry into existing needs that

might be filled through external assistance.

Such an inquiry would need to take into account.the costs and benefits

of using external versus internal agents, and the relationship bdtween such

individuals. This issue is, in=general, one of the least well understood in

the field, and one which is,perhaps the most critical to the design and

planning of :4ffective knowledge utilization systems at both the local, state

1

and federal-level. Again, the state of knOwledge seems to be so limited that a

research agenda should proceed through several phases, perhaps begilii.ing with

a more systematic review of existing case studies (using techniques such as
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those developed by Yin (1976)), exploratory case analysis of on-going change

efforts, and only, secondarily survey'or field experimental activities.

In addition, summative questions about the relative impace of internal

and external agents should be postponed until there is an improved understanding

of the relationships between the two.*

Information on skills, skill mix, and the use of teams of agents is

extremely limited, although the to73ic is mentioned frequently in case reports.

Again, the state of the art is sufficiently primitive to indicate that the best

approach is to conduct very limited reviews of existing case materials and/or

limited exploratory-analyses to investigate this topic.

The area of personal characteristics of linking agents associated with

"success" is probably one of the most. murky of all those raised. In the opinion

of this author, it is alsO one that should receive very law priority until a

better understanding of the dimensions of agent activities can be understood.

Existing common sense lists of characteristics are probably succinct to provide

guidance to program planners faced with a choice between individuals for this

-job. Until there is evidence-that psychological testing would be appropriate

as a selection mechanism, however, this area of'research would appear to,have

little policy payoff at any level.

One of the most surprising features of the existing set of research is

the lack of detail about agent behaviors. Tz '. main cause of this gap appears to

be the emphasis upon studies which involve multiple sites, and cross-sectional

designs. The multiple site problem makes :t difficult to obtain i,.)depth

evidence about what agents actually do in any detail, particularly at the level

of tactics or incidents (which Zigarmi and Goldstein report to be the most

Note that the analysis of dat.. Erom the RDU project will address this
relationship, and later r, .t;t:: may shed light on' the research needs.
These data will not be ay.: . -;:le-until mid 1980.
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critical to understanding patterns of intervention). It may be suggested that,

in addition to specific information that may be needed to complete our under-

standing of how different agent strategies affect client knowledge use behaviors,'

that we need also to develop better understanding of tacits. This i/Vmation

is particularly useful in the design, of improved orientation-type training,

and may also contribute to our( /ability to interpret accumulating knowledge

about strategy impacts. Again, it should be emphasized that research on-strategies

and tactics must be firmly tied to .a framework for understanding knowledge

utilization settings in schools, and,to an improved understanding of "demand-pull"

based knowledge utilization as well as "tchnological.push".

If we examine priorities among the different categories of strategy that

were identified, it is clear that information

areas of expertise and scope/cost.

of the research problems or issues

implications are very significant.

needs are most pressing in the

In both of these cases, the conceptualization

are less well developed, while the policy

Least critical is the study of initiative,

with the possible exception of unique cases which pose difficult access problems

(such as urban diStricts, which seem less likely to make effective use of

external agents).

The discussion of research gaps finished with the recommendation that

greater attention be paid to the ways in which organizations act as external

agents. Some ways of approaching this

be to model organizational information

relatively poorly research area would

networks at the user level (which woul

begin also to identify the range and types of organizations that act as ient

external agents), and to extend the preliminary work of Moore, et al to

different types of agencies. In addition, particular attention should be paid
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to some types of agencies, particularly those that are conscious agents, those

that have power relationships with school districts, and those (like universities

and intermediate service agencies) which have considerable potential for becoming

more self-consciously audience and information-Use crirbted at the institution4,

level.

.Some-additional final comments may be made about research that is not

needed, either because it addresses questions that are not highly salient to

school or federal policies, or because they are likely to advance our current

understanding:

additional literature reviews of nbn-empirical literature.
Existing reviews, such as Hood and Cates (1978) are more than
adequate, additional syntheses that are not based on empirical
data and specific questions would be redundant; . c\

further quasi-evaluative studies of on-going pro-grams that
are not specifically designed to address a limited set of
research questionS. Trio currently funded large-scale
studies (the study of the'R&D Utiliiation Program, and
the study of the Office of Education Dissemination Activities)
are intended to address a variety of broad expl6ratory
issues related to external roles. The future need will be

for smaller, more focused studies. We do not need any more
research to arrive at the conclusion that the role of extension
agents in schools is ambiguous'and poorly defined;

large scale action research programs that are not designed
to address specific, significant policy or research questions.
The current state of the art suggests that a more fruitful
approach would be to engage in a period of smaller scale,
exploratory studies (for example: how best to reach urban
schools) and field experiments before engaging.in a major
service delivery experiment.
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